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FOREWORD 
In making this study of the Greek preposition in 
Attic Prose, books of two historiafrs"7 have been chosen because 
narrative historym though couched in as stylistic a language 
as the philosophical and oratorical treatises of classical 
.. 
Greek, is, however, not so argumentative and, therefore, 
seems to be a more natural mode of expression. Thucydides 
and Xenophon were selected as being the masters in Attic 
historiography. In restricting the study to the sixth book 
of Thucydides' Peloponnesian War and the fifth book of 
Xenophon's Anabasis no other purpose was intended than to 
facilitate the study of the prepositions by using continuous, 
but not too lengthy, passages chosen almost at random. 
Since the intention was to study the regular uses 
of the preposition in Attic Prose, emphasis was laid rather 
on the similarities of usage found in the two authors under 
consideration, than on the dissimilarities. The pages that 
follow are not, therefore, primarily any sort of analysis of 
the stylistic differences of these two writers with regard 
to prepositions; they are merely a compilation of quotations 
illustrating the development and various meanings of the 
prepositions. 
f 
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.' Yet, since even in life Thucydides and Xenophon 
had very much in corrunon, we have a secondary motive for link-
ing these two together. Besides being historians, both were 
generals, exiles, and citizens of t~e world - circumstances 
which admirably fitted them for the task of writing intel-
ligent and unbiased history. Moreover, they were almost 
contemporaries. Thucydides lived fr~ about 460 B.C. to 400; 
Xenophon, from 430 to after 359. Both were of rich families 
and, accordingly, received the best of educations. 
Thucydides reached manhood just as the furies of 
the Peloponnesian War broke. His subsequent military and 
political ventures must have been successful, for in 424 he 
was given a command and sent to relieve his colleague, Eucles, 
who was then besieged in Amphipolis. But before he could be 
~ 
of any assistance, the city fell into the hands of Brasidas, 
the Spartan general. Thucydides, anticipating a verdict of 
treason, went into exile in Thrace. There he began his 
history of the war. In 404 the Athenian exiles were recalled 
and he presumably returned. He died sometime before 395, a 
tradition adding that he was assasinated while on a visit to 
Scapte Ryle. 
According to another tradition, the works of Thu-
cydides were gathered and published by Xenophon. Certainly 
, 
3 
.. ' the latter's Hellenica is professedly a continuation of the 
history left unfinished by Thucydides. But Xenophon wrote 
most of his works during the last years of his life and, there-
fore, after a most eventful career. 
As a young man, Xenophon had made the acquaintance 
of Socrates and became one of his most enthusiastic admirers. 
,.. 
In 401, after consulting the oracle of Delphi on the advice 
of the philosopher, he joined the expedition of Cyrus. By 
masterfully dealing with each crisis that arose, he succeeded 
in finally leading the Ten 'rhousand back through hostile 
country to the safety of the sea coast. 
Shortly after his return to Athens, in 395, Xenophpn 
again left to accompany the Spartan king Agesilaus to Asia 
Minor. The expedition was recalled when war broke out again,.. 
between Sparta and the Boeotian allies of Athens. Xenophon 
fought with Sparta at Coronaea and for this was deprived of 
his property at Athens and forced to live abroad. He made f 
his home near Scillus in the Peloponnesus, but was obliged to 
flee to Leprum and then to Corinth when Sparta and Ells went 
to war. In 365 the decree of his banishment was revoked: He 
probably returned, for in 362 his two sons served in the 
Athenian cavalry. Xenophon lived about ten years more, com-
pletely reconciled with his country. 
4 
.' Much could be said about the characters of these 
two writers, of their knowledge of men and affairs, and of 
their weaknesses; but, as the pages that follow are not sub-
mitted as a lterary appreciation, th~s will not be necessary. 
They were both Attic authors, and that is all that really 
concerns us. In their use of prepositions we may regard them 
as typifying the standards accepted bt their times and follow-
ed by their contemporaries even in other forms of literary 
art. From their pages we may safely learn the intricacies of 
the Greek prepositions, and that is all this study has sought 
to do. 
, 
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CHAPTER I 
Prepositions in General 
A prpsotopn has been varioue~ defined as: a part of 
speech which expresses "the relation of a substantival notion 
1 to the predicate ll ; words which "govern adjuncts, and mark 
,.. 
their relations" 2; " a word jOined with, and generally placed 
before a noun or its equivalent, so that the preposition to-
gether with the noun forms a phrase equivalent to an adverb 
or adjective.,,3 
In other words, it is the function of the preposition 
"to define the character of the verbal action and set forth 
the relation of an oblique case to the predicate with greater 
precision than is possible for the cases without a prepositioA~r 
In a language with few inflexions, such as English, 
the use of prepositional phrases is almost ind1spensable, since 
they serve as substitutes for the missing cases. A language, 
on the other hand, which has an ample infexion derives from 
the added use of prepositions greater clearness, versatility, 
and exactness. li'or example, if one Vlere to say, "We begged 
them to receive our sick under their roofs, and the sick did 
take up their quarters under their roofs ll , the prepositional 
phrases, though exactly the sane in English, have not the 
, 
6 
same logical meaning. ,,' The first denotes a relationshlp to 
an action - the act of receiving; the second denotes merely 
the location. How much more vivid and clear are the phrases 
of Xenophon 
, .,'. / 
IctlS .. ~~ l'Iy rc(s 
!'it" TDlIS q-rejd..l$ 
. \, / 
e,/J To( s O'"Telr(~ 
• (" l{cy<y~yrI.S---
Xenophon Bk.5, Ch.5, #20 
,.. 
Originally, the Greek preposition was merely an ad-
verb limiting the meaning of the verb. Local and temporal 
relations were expressed by the case of the noun or pronoun. 
The accusative case was used to express motion or extensions; 
the genitive expressed separation or motion away from; and 
the dative served as the locative and the instrumental case 
to express place where and means, respectively. As time went 
on auxilliary adverbs were added to these cases for the pur-~ 
pose of giving more precise meaning to the sentence until 
finally custom so established these usages that the adverbs 
themselves came to be treated as a distinctly different part , 
of speech - IDlown to us as prepositions. 
Hence, strictly speaking, the preposition does ,not 
govern the case of the noun grammatically following it, but 
merely designates the precise meaning in which that case is 
used. However, for ordinary purposes we are not wrong if we 
say that the preposition governs the case. 5 
7 
To appreciate the close affinity between prepositions 
and adverbs let us consider the following sentences: 
\ \ ? lie).. Td. ("''''$ ~ ;'1 fI4 0/ To ,,:- ff;J/~' Tot):; ,..L<. to V' d IJ V 
.... 
\ .. '" ~ oJ;' de /I \ ~ c. j(d..1 e,/' «/0 ..... TO / e1i'tl It,. 
'l r"~ JtU-fll.", ()/ ~ , 1- .. ..., 
onAirCl...{ &Tf£l1dV To . 
;' 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #24 
The barbarians met the targ.teers and fought 
with them, but when the heavy-armed men drew 
near, they fled. 
O"T~' Ko<T;" -r~3 ttf A o{~ 
/ 
J( "-Tl.K~).ve, ,;;"" oll A/TUi"" t!w ' 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.2, #16 
But Xenophon, standing at the gates, kept as 
many of the heavy-armed men as he could, with-
out. 
/I '" ~/ 
Both lit til and is"' are obviously used adverbially and will 
, .. 
be found in the dictionary listed first as adverbs. Neverthe-
less, they cease to be adverbs and become prepositions just as 
soon as a noun is placed after them grammatically as in the 
following examples: 
~ Jl't "r iA B" v I> \ / }( ri..J /<£V eltl/~ /"J fT?tft TlV/"oI.rO, 
J4 ~ Ityfl../"" v , .... T~t/ r" 1l'!WTt"~ -- -
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.66, #3 
And first they drew near the Athenian camp 
J(d.1 I. II' T«J ~ tI.. 
f/':At(,l.l~;, --- '" KotTl trj(t.V«trc<..YT~ 
f 
8 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.44,#3 
And so they now assembled and pitched a 
camp outside of the city • 
.. .. , 
., ~/ 
In these last two instance tilVS and t.!w are prepositions re-
gularily taking their objects in the genitive case. They 
have not entirely lost their adverbial force but now show a 
new relation to the verb. So with all prepositions; they re-
tain much of their adverbial meaning, and are even sometimes 
used as simple adverbs, though this is not cor~~on in Attic 
prose except with the improper prepositions. And one might 
argue in these latter cases whether these prepositions are 
adverbial words used as prepositions, or rather prepositions 
with objects understood. 
,... 
Therefore, we may say that, the general uses of the 
prepositions in Greek are three in number: the first is almost 
a reversion to its original use as an adverb defining the act-
ion of verbs and linking sentences with other sentences. The 
second is the usage most common in Attic prose of the prepo-
sition serving as connective between verbs (and other wor~s) 
and the oblique cases of nouns and pronouns. The third usage 
is simply a further development of the first in which the 
preposition-adverb prefixes itself to the verb to form a com-
poundl. 
f 
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The examples already given of vrJ~ and Ef~ as 
adverbs will suffice to illustrate the first usage. The 
rest of this study will be made up of examples illustrating 
the other two usages. Of the threa, it is the second with 
1- .. "-" 
which we are most concerned, since it is in that usage that 
differences of c1J.eaning, style, and syntax will most clearly 
appear. 
NOTES 
1. Herbert Weir Smyth, A Greek GraL1illar for Colleges, (Chicago: 
American Book Company, 1929T:P.365, no. 1636. 
2. Alpheus Crosby, A Grrumnar of the Greek Lanb~age, (Chicago: 
3. Rev. H. 
4. Herbert 
5. Rev. H. 
Potter, Ainsworth, and Company, 49th. Edition) 
p. 403, no. 688. 
P. v. Nunn, ! Short Syntax of New Testrunent Greek, 
at the University Press) p.l. ( Cambridge ,... 
Weir Smyth, OPe cit. , p.365, no. 1637. 
P. v. Nunn, Ope cit. , p.29. 
f 
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CHAPTER II 
~ / 
The Preposi tion <xV'c(. 
Of all the prepositions used in Attic prose, the one 
most peculiar to Xenophon is ~v~. Except in composition with 
., 
verbs, it is generally avoided by other autllors, the same idea 
being express by simple verbs. The original meaning, derived 
from the adverb «./~W "upwards If, was Ifup to" or simply "up" as 
directly opposed to KrIJ': "down". The Anglo-Saxon nan" and our 
English preposition !f on" are probably cognate with the Greek 
preposition c(VaL • But flon", our English preposition, has not 
retained the connotation of the Greek d..V~, for "on tl is used 
only to locate a position. 
That the Greek preposition is used to denote, not 
position, but motion we know from the case with which it is 
used. ~ / . In Attic prose the use of ~~4 is restrlcted to the ac-
cusative case, the case denoting extension or motion. l We 
might have expected a corresponding use of ~v~ with the geni-
tive to express the notion of "up from" since the genitive is 
the case indicating source and separation from, but this idea 
is adequately taken care of by the prepositions ~ / .. oI.1N and ~I( • 
TIle various usages of ~v1 may be learned from the 
f 
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following examples. .' The first is a simple illustration from 
Herodotus to show the basic meaning of this preposition. 
ToI.vr~ 7'«- 7l'"Ao'o<. ~v.l 
~~ dl/VoI...TO{( 1i')..{~/V 
\ 
Tt> V 
~~odotus Bk.II, Ch.96 
These boats are not able to sail upstream. 
Here the force of the accusative is iery clear. Sailing im-
plies motion and, therefore, that over which one sails, or 
the place to which one sails, is placed in the accusative 
case to point out the limit of motion. The preposition in 
this case merely specifies the direction - upstream. 
However, the force of the accusative is not always 
so clear and is apt to be missed in a sentence such as the 
following: 
Xenophon Bk.III, Ch.5, #16 
Goodwin translates the prepositional phrase: ll to dwell on the 
top of the hill,II2 but that does not seem to be quite ac-
.. / 
curate. In the first place ~v~, though its simplest notion 
• is Ilup " , does not refer to positions, but implies motion and 
horizontal motion at that rather than vertical. It conveys 
the same ideas we have when we hear of someone going flupstate, 
upstream, uptown." Nloreover, in the example given, the pre-
f 
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.' 
position is used with the accusative. Goodwin's translation 
calls for a dative. To preserve the force of the accusative 
we must somewhat modify the original meaning of the prepo-
sition. Unlike sailing, living do~t not necessarily imply 
local motion, hence there can be no thought of considering 
this accusative as expressing limit of motion. We are left, 
,.. 
therefore, to try reconciling the notion of horizontal 
motion with a notion of extension. So, we would translate 
the sentence: 
These people, they said, were living through-
out the mountains (i.e. up and down the 
mountains) and were a warlike nation. 
Just as the accusative in the preceding sentence 
expresses extent of space; so there is a corresponding ac-
cusative expressing extent of time which is very common: ~ 
.J\ / .1'''' ,C./ 
e.g. o(.VGI,. ytlKT~ - throughout the night; c(v.c. 11'-,(/"0(.11' Til'" '¥-"f«'''' 
all the day long. 
~ / Besides these uses there are two other uses of «~~ 
which partake of the nature of idioms. The first of these is 
.. / the use of c(Vo(., to express manner as in such common phrases 
tIJ/ ~\ / 
as T &1'£11/" o""1l Kft14.Td~ 3 - to flee with all one's might, i.e. 
J \ ,; 
to the extent of one's power; or, oCr'J. )4-~~S- by turns, suc-
cessively, one after another; or,«v~ A~rdV- proportionately. 
In these instances the preposition's original meaning is 
f 
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.' 
used only in a figurative sense. " ;, \ / For example, /t(/t/V o{Vo( ~«.T~:' 
wouldmean lito flee, pulling one's self out of a condition of 
inertia up to the full measure of one's strength." The action 
of the verb in these cases is conce.ived as moving alonf1: to ... ., "-' 
some higher point. 
Out of this usage, or at l¥ast, along with it comes 
'" / the second idiomatic use of o(,V""-.. It consists of the pre-
position together with some noun denoting number and is used 
to express numerical distribution i.e. the separation of a 
number of persons or things into groups which are then taken 
individually. For example: 
~ / 0" ~ \ 
C q-T/7, fTot..v w(]"1i'7 alrrJ... 
X r~) ~v TI<T"T":f"i/vn:s 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #2 
They drew up in lines, each consistingof 
about a hundred men, which, like rows of 
dancers facing one another ••.•• 
If we carefully analyze the phrase Jt0y5£1v ~v~ Ae;~S we will 
see whence arises the distributive force of this preposition. 
The figure involved would seem to be something of this sort: 
lito take, starting from the first part or portion and moving 
• 
up to the next"; therefore, lito take severally, one after 
an other, distributively". By introducing a specific number 
e / 
such as t.l(o(.:r~v , the distribution merely becomes more nu-
;,/ .I' c: / 
merical: UTTIztJ"c(v o(VC( GKd..r"v - they lined up starting from the 
f 
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.' 
first man up to the hundreth and then moving up on to the next 
group of a hundred, etc. Therefore, "they lined up in groups 
of a hundred. 
~ I' 
The use of "'","Il in composition with the verb is 
quite co~mon. The connotations which the preposition adds are 
usually "up", "back", and "again". TCi. illustrate: 
~ I' 
ot..vejeo-t9"-1 ---J e"'" Tw I TIS 
Thueydides Bk.VI, Ch.16, If4 
L!-In like manner let a man endure ••••• -
c \ I' J / 
vQo /11 11""11" o(.VGl.crTGl.vr£s ---
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.2, #2 
••••• they were compelled by the Ligurians 
to stand up (and go) i.e. migrate, into 
Iberia. 
.OJ /) " CX","C (;ftj"¥1J (/"0(. V 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.l, #3 
The soldiers applauded (shouted approval 
again and again). 
~ " a//T()v---
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.8, #6 
he recognized him, i.e. knew him asain when 
he met him. 
f 
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NOTES 
1. The use of ~v~ with the dative case is generally restricted 
to epic, lyric, and the choral passages of poetry. 
2. William W. Goodwin, A Greek Grammar;, (Boston: Ginn and Co. 
1899) p. 255, n.1203, 2a.1o .. ', 
3. Xenophon Bk. V, Ch.2, #30 
4. For other examples cf: Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.7, ~34 • 
.. 
f 
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CHAPTER III 
:I 
The Preposition tiS 
The only other preposition in Attic prose restricted 
to the accusative case besides J..y~ is ... the preposition tIs 
which throughout the works of Thucydides is regularly written 
~ 
cS • Again we note that the case with which the preposition 
is associated is not arbitrarily deterlnined, but follows a logi-
cal reason. Just as the accusative - the case denoting motion-
:J / 
was used with the preposition ~v~ to specify a movement con-
ceived as "upward"; so, to specify a movement conceived as "to" 
some terminus or "into ll it, the Greeks used that same case of 
~ 
motion together wi th the preposition l,,1S • 
" This primary meaning of £IS is obviously taken from 
the concept of local motion and is used in phrases to indicate 
spatial relations. In general we may say that the fundamental 
meanings of all prepositions are founded on some spatial notion 
and only afterwards are transferred to ideas connected with 
time. The notions expressed by the prepositions after that, 
such as cause, agency, etc., have a relation to the primary 
meaning only because a figure of speech containing the primary 
meaning is involved. Therefore, the prepositions express: 
, 
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.' first, a spatial relation; then, a temporal; lastly, other 
relations involving the primary meaning only in a figurative 
way. These latter figurative usages differ with the differ-
ent prepositions. l By takinG each of these uses in order, 
we can obt~in an adequate knowledge of this preposition. 
Motion of any sort involves two terms: the term 
.. 
from which the action begins, and the term to which the motion 
is directed. It is only with this second that we are con-
cerned in this chapter. Latin (like English) has two pre-
positions, each with its own particular connotation, to in-
dicate this goal of a motion: "ad" and Ifin". Greek has at 
least four (tis , ill'/ , ll'oy'tL , 1II""s, ~£To(.J), each wi ttl its 
ovm shade of rnea...'t1ing. Shades of meaning must often be gotten 
from the context. For instance, there is no difficulty where 
the goal of the motion is a place as in: 
, 
K eLI 
, 
tiS 
o<.1l'~ tw;o"V<1"I. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.7, #16 
••••• some of them, however, escaped to Cerasus. 
And 8gRn, the meaning is clear enough in cases where the ~erm 
is a goal in the strict sense, as in: 
J(c(; rrj/Y7£S ~s rd .. 0(1/o<.A~'v ~ /jII' e III K "'I' 1/ K t,()"vTtJ. 
Thucydides Bk • VI , Ch. 51, ifl 
••••• and puttinc to shore, they dispatched 
a herald. 
f 
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.' But no amount of verbal criticism will ever prove from these 
next few words 
K«.~ ~o(;(1t Y/I(I1~/VTES ~,Q ~1a..lfod-ItJl 
o<v£jw't k t1'o{y' e.s T~V /loA/v. 
']li~cydides Bk.VI, Ch.97, 7/4 
whether "The Syracusans, having been defeated in battle, re-
tlred to (i.e. as far as) the city, or into the cityTt - not 
.. 
that it makes much difference in this particular instance,but 
it could in many others. 
A slightly more connotative meaning is acquired by 
" elS when the action of the verb sienifies "opposition'f, as in: 
, 
KDI..' 
,. ,. 7 e?rt) (/(/1 
To J£.f/~v J C:S 
.J \ I Te c«(/ T~tI S J( d..1 eo-;1«JAo t.I r,v 
A tJItY«/W"'1 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.lOl, 1-;5 
They routed them and pushed on against (to) 
the right wing. 2 
';Je use the English preposition "to" in exactly the Sal-ne sense 
in such phraseII' as, "Onward, to Moscow." But even here the f 
fundamental notion of the accusative in Greek is not changed 
in the least. 
More difficult to explain, however, are those cases 
in which the accusative of tIle Greek is best translated by the 
English preposition "in" or "at"; as in the examples: 
Or: 
19 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.96,;3 
••••• and should there be need for something 
else, they mieht quickly.~ at hand in a body. 
••••• but afterwards, having joined the colony 
of the Chalcidians at Leontini, he met his death. 3 
In these cases the connotation of motion is only latent. The 
carries with it the idea of " arrival ll or 
"comine to some place", and the very definition of colonizing 
implies the going from one nation to another. Hence, in these 
examples the accusative is not confounded with the dative de-
noting place where, but still retains its fundamental force 
of limiting a motion. This construction is known as the IIpreg_ 
nant Usage", i.e. a verb, the accepted meaning of which sig-
nifies rest, followed by an accusative with a preposition to 
denote motion prior to or following upon the action of the 
verb. In this construction stress iB laid on the goal of. the 
action rather than on the action itself. 4 
Besides these uses of the accusative as term of a 
motion, there is also another use intimately associated with 
it which denotes the space or path over which an action is ex-
f 
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.' 
tended and the measure of the space traversed. 5 This is known 
as the accusative of extent of space. Just as this accusative 
.. / 
found scope for opperation wi th the preposi tion O(V" , so it 
also does wi tht./S,. In this usagEt,. ·~t is not the action of 
the verb which determines the case of the noun, but rather the 
extension of that action. For example: 
But it was owing to the fear which previously 
he had inspired in the citizens, and the strict 
discipline he had maintained in the bodyguard, 
that he got the upper hand with superabundant 
security. 
~ 
With verbs of saying or speaking, tIS refers to the 
persons to, before, or among whom one speaks: e.g. 
£1( If!.' CIS n " 1 ~ rrr;tAT£'~«' /\ V-V ---
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.6, 
,-. 
He proclaimed publicly in the presence of the army.o 
Or: 
&~,.\"v~ t;lJ jzYDtS 
r';s Ivvfe wS Kg(; 
i1il:hfv ~ C:AJ.,y 
I ",\ 
£.J"I/(/lctS It··· 
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch.31, lf4 
••••• and it all seemed more a display of power and 
wealth before the rest of the Greeks than ••• 
f 
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.,' 
Now, since all these applications of the accusative 
are used analogously to express notions of time, we may at once 
take up that one dealing with extension. The accusative of ex-
tent of time implies that the action ~xpressed in the verb is 
• 
carried over an entire period. The force of tIS rests with 
its specifying the action as extendinG over a future time. 
,.. 
For example: 
'" 
7£ 
.J / 
oI.)-<.vvt/ V ---
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.75,#3 
••••• they might not wish to aid th~m in the 
future; i.e. in all future time. 
Among the more co~mon uses of the accusative with 
e/s in expressions of time, there is one which corresponds 
to that of space illustrated by the second example of this 
, ... 
chapter; namely that of expressine the limit of time attained, 
as in such phrases as: is r/A~~ - finally, in the end. 
But the basic meaning of the preposition is "up to", "until" 
indicating the goal of some action in terms of time, as in 
the example: 
\ I ~roL~K~VJ{ It: 
6S eKC'Y'~1I' roy' 
c/,) / 
o«(/T"t,--- e"7.e1l'E.rr~TJt. rwv 
~ol'vov ifevero . 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.31, #1 
••••• for this armament was the most splendid 
of all ever assembled up to that time • 
• The only other temporal use of tIS conceives the goal as a 
f 
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1I.r'ftucydides Bk. VI, Ch.16, #6 
I forced the Lacedaemonians to stake all upon 
a single day. 
.... 
Before beginninG with those uses in which the funda-
mental meaning of the preposition is contained only figura-
tively, we should consider its use with numerals. The accusa-
tive here again implies the notion of limiting and measuring, 
while the preposition modifies or specifies the meaning. As: 
JRet TtA. de' KO<I re ).~ wt/ . It: 11' l1~s I Td 
J,O(.I(O(/""/OIlS ---
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.67, #2 
••••• then came some of the cavalry from Geloans, ... 
in all about two hundred (i.e. numberine up 
to two hundred). 
;) 
The figurative use of ciS is justifiable in all 
such phrases as those expressing the following notions: IIfor 
the purpose of II, IIwith relation to", lIin the manner of II, and 
IIwith a view toll. All of these are used by Thucydides, -'that 
expressing relation being very comrnon; but Xenophon seems to 
restrict himself to only the very purest use of this prepo-
sition. A few ex&~ples will suffice. It will be noticed that 
they may all be taken as instances of the Pregnant Usage. 
f 
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J" d...V€IA{le, 
/ I ~ yo (J <r" tI I( c( ( T() " 
Te. ;).'K'~S Ji'~~{)()S ~7i'I!EfeYIt/<£.;'Jts KQ(~ 
€ S At 'Y"(( r w Y 1. 8(,,, ,(f";I ki? 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.26 #2 
Now the city had just recovered from the plague 
and continuous war both as regards the number of 
young men who had grown u~and the accunulation 
of money. 7 
").., .) \ ..) , 
Bli'ol Oll",. To GIS TitV' eo/ TitV' ---
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.3, #10 
For they always make a generas hunt with a view to (against) the feast ••••• 
Ie' T~v es r()~~ 
l/''' bJ();-<-/~ v, 
Thucydldes 
\ Kot..l 
Bk.vr, Ch.47,#1 
• • • •• and proving their zeal towards (in the ,... 
cause of) friends and allies. 
, 
K()I.I 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.44, #1 
••••• and bringing all the tools necessary for 
the purpose of wall-building. 9 
The great freedaom with which Thucydides uses this 
preposition may be judged from the following few examples: 
f 
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... ()P Ii. ;fi'o/l'Te4(T~Il./ ,u."v £. ~ 
'!if" c)'~~J~" T~ V ). i"~· 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.92,#2 
.... ., 
••••• and that my intentions be not suspected 
on the score of an exile's zeal. 
\ 
KIJ{I 
/ .J ~ ij"<''j(; t.1 «¥TtJ/~ 
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch.103, =//2 
And other things were prospering according to 
their hopes. 
The preposition compounded with a verb of motion 
merely added to the original meaning of the verb of motion the 
notions of "into", "to", "in ll • E.g.: 
NOTES 
II 
tIS /? A,,;-;, ... . --
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.7, k15 
••••• boarding a vessel ....• 
1. Herbert Weir Smyth, A Greek Gra:J1.'1lar for Colleges, 
p.365, no.1637.-
2. cf. Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch. 31, =!f2. 
3. cf. ibid. Ch.66, #1; Ch.7, #1 
4. cf. Herbert Weir Smyth, op. cit., p. 368, no .1659 b, 
and no. 1660 b. 
5. Ibid. p.357, no 1581. 
f 
-6. cf' • Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.6, 
-"ltl£'/I' ?rl':t/~ to 
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say nothing in public. 
7. Other instances: Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.65, #1; Ch.18, 
#3; Ch.60, tlcl; Ch.15,.#4. 
8. cf. Ibid. Ch.12, ~2. 
9. cf. Ibid. Ch.51, #1. 
, .. 
f 
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CHAPTER IV 
The Preposition ;'1( - i J 
.. 
.. .. ., 
The first step in determinin£ the meming of any 
preposition is to consider the case of the object with which 
it is used, for the prepositions ordi~arilY merely make the 
root meaning of that case ~nore precise. Now, in Attic prose, 
) 
the use of £.1( ( t.'t) before vowels ) is restricted to the ab-
latival genitive case, the function of which is to express 
separation. 
The notion of separation is most certainly derived 
from the observation of local motion, since a moving object 
must have had a source no less than a goal. Just as the ac- ~ 
cusative case implies motion in the direction of the goal, 
so the genitive implies motion away from some source. Hence, 
J in its usage, c~ will be found to be the direct antithesis 
of • 
• In connotation ~K is exactly equivalent to the 
Latin "ex ll • Therefore, it implies motion from within. This 
fundamental meaning can be grasped in such examples as: 
... 1 ... v: / 
Tt-U V tK "TO" I'/I"V 
IrC(l7"r,qr> . 
Aenophon Bk.V, Ch.7, #17 
Three venerable sires came from within the fort. 
f 
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The notion of mere position should not then, 
strictly speaking, be expressed by the genitive; but occas-
ionally it is. The only justification of this usage can be 
the view point stressed by the autli.oo.. In an example such 
as the following: 
I C I c/ I 
1(<</ 0 ~~AOS ~I /I" S 
Tw II' T t! ,1'" .A I r W t'" - - -
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.32,#2 
And the rest of the crowd of citizens on 
the shore also joined in the prayer, 
we can grasp a fairly accurate notion of the situation. The 
observer was already aboard ship and out from shore. As he 
sat there, the voices of his compatriots in prayer carry 
across the water to him from the shore. 
Sometimes, however, the preposition is used in 
almost a purely metaphorical way. In the following example, 
01 
for instance, the use of 4K in justifiable because another 
c/ 
word in the sentence, scI. ~ ~ 01 , connotes a kind of 
boundary or point from which separation can be started. 
~/ 
tH'rt$ 
•.••• in order that, being neighbors of theirs, 
they may be troublesome to them. 
~ 
In general, the use of &K expressing position in Pregnant 
f 
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constructions is simple enough if we but try to visualize 
the action occurring prior to the attainnent of that position. 
The action will usually involve some notion of motion. l 
Whenever we find a preposition associated with local 
motion we may at once be sure it will also be associated with 
) 
notions of time. 'fhe preposition lK .is no exception. Its 
~ ;' 
frequent use in such adverbial phrases as tK T4~T4v 
(!t1J'-4tJ being understood) lIafter this!! "from that time on" 2 
and if"~ 1/ since the time when ll is familiar to even the 
most inexperienced reader of' Greek. 3 What we are apt to 
overlook is the force of the cenitive. 
The simple genitive of time denotes ti~e within 
which or of which. As contrasted with the accusative of time, 
the genitive betokens a portion of time. The precise portion 
during which an action takes place mayor may not be speci-
fied, but the notion of partition is always implied by the 
Genitive. That the genitive retains its oriGinal temporal 
force in most cases can be seen in the cormnon idioms already 
cited. 
&nong the other relations expressed by the Lenitive 
J 
with lJ( the most closely connected with its primary mean-
ine; is that of source or origin. This [ilay refer to the 
f 
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physical orisin or the material origin; then, in a more fig-
nrative sense, to cause, agency, occasion, instrument, means, 
;, 
and even manner. In all these cases the use of £1( connotes 
reference to the immediate origin. 1- 47 The remote source is ex-
pressed by other prepositIons. 
The following may be taken is instances of some of 
these various usages. 
\ ' I r T tJ(, e 1l' I Tit 0 t I tI.., 
?~Atr/~S . 
XenophonBk.V, Ch.l, #6 
The necessities of life must be gotten from 
the enemy's land. 
Here the general notion of source is evident. In the next 
excerpt the preposition expresses the idea of consequence. 
o !&' y' 0/<.(1 S 
,,, J "/I 
1J,t'tIl{S --- eT£.f?'t, ---
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.38,;+5 
The law was enacted as a result of your 
incompetency. 4 
Closely associated with this meaning is another expressing 
the grounds or reasons for making a judgment. 
I~ , Ae!fJV: .J/ J '" C' J( (1(1 ell(/ eK Ti 'oS 
"/" '" 5 
J ;\ / til' tJt s . 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.8, 
"Nevertheless, tell us," he said, IIfor what 
reason you were beaten." 
1;3 
f 
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The use of tK to indicate the occasion or instrument for an 
action is simply another variation of the same fundamental 
use. It is expecially COli~non with verbs of learning, hearing, 
etc. .. .. ; 
, ..., 
eXtl 
Thucyd~des Bk. VI, Ch.l?, i~ 6 
Such, then, are the things going on there 
from what I learn by report. 5 
Without these verbs, the preposition may be rendered as: "a-
rising from", IIthroughfl, or "under the circumstance of"; as: 
, 
KoA.l 
«: ,) 
ws £.K ... " J (I',' Twv Ii'r~"'Twv IIII' TdJ ~e.Y"I---
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.?O, #4 
••••• and drawing up as well as possible under 
the circumstances ••••• i.e. as well as difficulties 
arising from the present circumstances would ~ 
permit. 
J 
The use of lK to denote means or instrument is not 
cOIlL'n.on. When the means happens to be a Ii vinS person we call f 
it agency. 
C/ 
o Tt 
"I ~\ Jl't/&£IV OlE- rd., k 
ToJ )(l'1 v ()'J )..«/~", 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.l?, 7;:14 
••••• but whatever each man thinks he can get 
from the common sUDply either by his oratory 
or sedition ••••• b 
-31 
(I ~'K Ii' A tilT' T~ l d {J rwv XtrWV )"/V<H. --- .' 
Xenophon Bk. V, Ch.2, #14 
••••• and many stones thrown by hand, i.e. 
out of their hands. 
~ 1- .,;., 
The use of tK to express manner is another of its 
applications: 
\ 
1(,(/ 
Tols \ TD 
j "'" J ~ ~_ Ie ...... oI.uT~tJ UldrJ(£111 £,,,1/ VJ"V 
~/ ... 
kc1"P Jov ---
Thucydides, Bk.VI, Ch.18,# 3 
••••• and you must not consider renose in the 7 .. 
same light that others do ••••• 
~ 
Finally, with numerals tK expresses its fundamental partitive 
force. 
Plato, Gorg. 500 A 
••••• you give your vote as a third with ours. 
The closest equivalent to this usage in either of the two 
books treated in this thesis is: 
e !';I(O~TrA... VrA..;~ eK f/(JI.Q'"wv. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.50, j'2 
••••• and manning sixty ships out of the whole 
number ••••• 
In composition the first meaning of this preposition 
is that of "re.:noval", "out", "off". It then expresses a kind 0 1 
!Icarrying outfl, and "fully accomplishing". 
Kc(} "cs iScl..V(J(.~T;"S ?et!qt l . 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.2, #30 
f 
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And he, rising from his place, fled. 
I 
K(J(.I 
.. 
Toi. v Tot. 
Xenophon Bk. V, Ch.l, 1;~13 
. 
.. .,;" 
••••• if these things do not fully materialize 
for us as we wish .•••• 
Occasionally Xenophon uses ... the improper preposition 
in exactly the same force 
~ 
as tK • 
J/ tI {)IKerr 0«( rr ~ w nO 7T~~rDtJ 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.7, #15 
. . . . . to depart out of Pontus. 8 
NOTES 
1. cf. Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.3, #9. 
2. cf. Ibid. Ch.5, lf25 ; Ch.7, t'34. 
3. Ibid. Ch.7, #34 
4. cf. Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.9, #2. 
5. cf. Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.16, k2; Ch.78, #4; Ch.40 ,;7'2. 
6. cf. Ibid. Ch.40, :;/2. 
7. cf. Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.34, #2. 
8. cf. Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.7, 1f7. 
r;--------------. 
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CHAPTER V 
, / 
The Preposition c:l..1fo 
The preposition ;"'11'0' is like e'K nop only in its 
fundamental meaning, but also in its development of usages. 
,.. " Yet, in basic connotation the two are very different. lK, we 
will recall, denoted removal from within and hence corresponds 
~ / to the Latin II ex"; c<.P'0 , however, denotes removal from wi th-
out, i.e. away from the exterior and therefore corresponds 
to the Latin lIab ll • 
The application of this preposition first to local 
motion, then to position in pregnant construction, then to 
time, and finally to origin and all its attendant meanings 
~ 
is almost an exact reduplication of the use of ~x • There-
fore, the examples cited in this chapter speak for themselves 
and need but little explanation. 
Many examples from both authors such as the follow-
ing might be given in which the idea of motion is prominent. 
~ f?o \ 
o{flO 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.2, #2 
Thereupon, they fled from these houses. I 
~ 01<. in this sentence would have meant IIthey ran out of the 
f 
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~ .-
houses"; the use of 0(11'0 implies that they had just left the 
houses and were now running away. Where motion is not involved. 
~/ '\ "" ff d./I'o of ten carries the implication of distance from, away 
from"; as in: 
common. 
"after", 
xtnophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #31 
The cities are eighty stadia from one another. 2 
" .-Adverbial phrases of time with ~~o are not very 
The meaning of the preposition in these phrases is 
"from", or II s i nce !l. For example: 
tJ1l'l(7'" jV00fJf.l J; 0 1v tXl/o\ 
, / 
~.-rrtC!D<.1/ J?yj(eIY 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.6, k23 
I promise to pay you wages from the beginning 
of the month, i.e. monthly. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.55, #2 
••••• as he was eldest after him ••••• 
.J / 
In signifying origin, ~ro more frequently refer~ to 
remote ancestry or sourse, as: 
,1(0{; 1
c X70<-
T! J/'~ 5 .1 T«). I d.. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.2, #1 
, 
.' 
And the country was called Italy after Italus 
a certain king. 3 
35 
But almost any notion of source might be found expressed by 
this preposition. 
. / 
Thucydides often uses d-i7'o to signify the author of 
some action. By connotation these ph~ases indicate that the 
action is done indirectly through the immediate agency of 
someone else. In these instances the starting point of the 
action is stressed rather than the agency. The construction 
is generally found with verbs such as 1lr:rTCd""tJoI.l/ )eo,tr801.( 
etc. A typical example of this usage would oe: 
/ 'f' J \ / , 
"ult ",tlt, TrA.t t>"v ()(.1i~ ~ ~ T()LKfAJr./' Te TIll'''''''' 
K~) J.,,()~{)(:&wr./' 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.18, #1 
Therefore, it was disclosed by certain metics 
and servant-men that ••••• 4 
The use of J,: in this sentence, therefore, indicates that the 
information was remotely traceable to the metics, but that f 
they themselves. had not laid the matter before the authorities. 
'..".. " Hemote cause or occasion is also expressed by 0(/10 • 
The translation maybe rendered: "on account of", liby rea son 
of", "in consequence of". 
c' 
--- t'li'ws 
• I 
O/fi'o 
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch.12, I/-2 
r- 36 
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••••• how he might gain admiration by reason 
of his horse-breedinc. 5 
. / Beans or instru,:-nent expressed by Cl.7i'o is very analogous. 
:> \ 
ot Ji' 0 "'" £. V 
~, .. I 
o(v eTI 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.19, I/:2 
• And j'ificias, seeing that he could no longer 
deter them by means of the same arguments ••••• 6 
So also manner: 
~ \ 
od70 
-; / 
(UtH 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.46, #3 
••••• unless perchance quickly and unexpectedly 
they should be able to help the Leontines, or 
Besides these uses of tl.!i'o' , Thucydides sometimes 
uses this preposition rather freely just to stress the notion 
of4 origin; e.g. 
rl<f' ~Uiv- c (.,(.IS 
Thucydides 
fre( f'V'~j'--­
Bk. VI, Ch.40, 1i2 
••••• will judge your words (i.e. the words which 
proceed from you) as though they were your deeds. 7 
.. / 
0{ v T (J v,:/,,() II 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.77, #1 
••••• free men (i.e. sprung from) of independent' 
Peloponnesus. 
f 
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~ / In composition cl..1i'o has many meanings. The most 
frequent are: "from", "away", "off ll , "in return", and "back". 
E.g. /xl1'o,,!/V-II..t - to give back; :X1i'o).«;'<~o(~(/I;' - to take or 
receive from another. In this latte~~example, and in many 
others like it, segaration is clearly implied. Since Separatio 
in a stricter sense sometime involes negation or privation, ,. 
• .:. ~/ ~ I 
we flnd cAlI 0 suggesting those very notions: v. g. oI.ll1frC()e.o"-
to forbid. However, often enough the prefix does little more 
than intensify the meqning of the verb. 
NOTES 
1. cf. Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.lOl #6. 
2. cf. Ibid. Ch.SS, #3; Ch.33, #5. 
3. cf. Ibid. Ch.2, J1.2· /t , Ch.76, #3. 
4. cf. Ibid. Ch.5l, Jtl_ 1T , Ch.32, #3 
5. cf. Ibid. Ch.34, #S; Xenohpon Bk.V, Ch.6, #15. 
6. cf. Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.33, #3. 
7. cf. Ibid. Ch.76, #1. 
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CHAPTER VI 
The Preposition 7J/ C , 
... ., 
The Greek symbol 1lfd is etymologically a root found 
in many words all having the common notion of "before" with 
.. 
reference sometimes to place, sometimes to time. Thus the 
, 
words ~OT~ ~s , 
as 11';0 ~ ,,/" "s and 
, 
~ () l ; and, wi th vowel changes, such words 
?;o~ro~ were formed. Then, as an adverb, 
this root retained its basic meaning and soon acquired pre-
positional force. 
The meaning of this preposition, therefore, is the 
equivalent to the Latin preposition "pro" and tl prae". Its 
use is restricted to the genitive of time and place. Of cour~e 
like all the prepositions, figurative uses of this case with 
its preposition expresses other relations. 
The precise difference between the genitive of time 
and place and the dative of time and place is not always clear-
ly discernable, but in general the dative of place is use~ 
only with proper names or with prepositions whose use has 
always been associated with this case, and the dative of time 
specifies a definite point of time. Therefore, the genitive 
denotes the place within which or at which an action takes 
f 
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place, whereas the dative specifies the place where an action 
takes place. The genitive of time denotes a Dortion of time 
within which or of which an action takes place, whereas the 
dative defines the time at which an.a~tion occurs. l 
, 
The local sienification of 7 0 may be seen from 
the examples: 
tfJ(t/'ro J£.' TtJ~ro (jr:v/!tJV) 71(; ThS 
;rf)'tws Tits I11Jt.TfqJlO).'W~ KOlAq~e"""I(J. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #15 
The fortress stood before (in front of) the 
city called the Metropolis. 
... 
TtHI 
"ttkXo(v"~S ",Xc(.; JiAo( ~/(TtA 
Tl'X .,,,:, ~II' Ko<.T«/ ~ A~(VD( 
\ .~ I ~", 
TOilS tI/lyeT;...S ei(£/lf,u(J'"l,v. 
Thucydides Bk. V:L Ch.102, 
He ordered his attendants to set fire to the 
ene:ines and wood thag was thr'own down before 
the wall. 
But besides this fundamental meaning of "before", l1'(0" may 
• 
#2 
have the connotation "in front of" for the purpose of suard-
ine.:.:; or shielding. Or it may mean "before" in the sense of 
preferring one thine; to another "rat:t.er than"; as for example: 
" •.. qvS 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.lO,#4 
f 
-••••• whose alliance they Vlould have valued 
above many things. 
.' 
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~nere the relation expressed by the preposition is 
one of time, ~ ,/ has but one meani~¢: "before II • 
c~;(;S de' , Tot~ , ~o 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Oh.32, tl 
,. 
••••• and the customary prayers being offered 
before puttins out to sea ••••• 
, . ~ """" K (J(l i1iU) 01 II T "V ~ --
Thucydides Bk.VI, Oh.66, ;/,'-1 
••••• either in the actual affair or before it •...• 2 
The pr$position in composition connotes the sa~e 
ideas of location, time, preference, defense; but often does 
no more than strengthen the word with which it is compounded. 
1f.;here the notion involved is one of place, the prefix 
adds the idea of "before", "forth", "for'ward", "onward", or 
"away"; as /7fo&e~V'rcs - running ahead. 3 To imply time the 
sam e prefix may be translated: "before", IIbeforehand", "earlier 
e.g. ~oltlJi!cl..tr()(}(.( - to Guard beforehand, a.v. to take pre-
cautions. 4 In other cases the connotation of defendins i~ 
implied, as in 7 0 f of £ I - he spoke in behalf of them 5; 
01' 1i'f"Iq..q-"JeO-&rJ.f - to speek on behalf of, or to make ex-
Co. / 
1,'~'hen compounded wi th verbs such as 0<;0 cW and cuses. 6 
the idea added is that of preference. 
, 
HO'rES 
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1. Herbert Weir Smyth, A Greek Gra:mmar for Colleges, 
p. 336 no.1444 ff. and p.35l no.l530 ff. 
2. cf. Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.7"';'''?7: 2 • 
3. Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.8, 13 
4. Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.38, #2. 
,. 
5. Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.5, #7. 
6. Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.25, :1;:1. 
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CHAPTER VII 
The Preposition 
Very similar to 1ifo/ in its local meaninG is the 
preposition /i..II'T/. In its oriGinal meaining it was only a 
.. 
narrower interpretation of the idea expressed by 1l'~()/ • 
42 
1';0 ()/ meant "before", tI in front of IT; tXII'rl simply narrowed 
this down to ITbefore" in the sense of "opposite to", "in the 
face of". 
In its purelw local meaning, this preposition is 
not very comrt1on, the example from Xenophon cited by various 
gra:nmarians beinG: 
/ 
n",TOf.} 
/' 7/'1 r (/ ti( 
~~O v 1? Ai.''1 ()v J~(T~ 
~o ~)o<.(~/ cX.v() J 1;v 
/I / 
0<,11' 1l' do-fT j dll Y ---
Xenophon Bk.IV, Ch.7, J6 
••••• as ~illch as a plethron of 
with large pines at intervals. 
our men suffer standing behind 
opposite to them from the view 
enemy) • 
which is thick 
i'lha t harm can 
thBm (i.e. stand-
point of the 
In cOI1l}!osition, however, this interpretation is not so rare; 
as in: 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #23 
, .. 
f 
~ ~--------------------------------------------------------4-3---' 
For here the enemy was drawn up asainst ther.l, 
i.e. opposite to them. 
I , 
The more cornrnon meanins of 0<,11 r, as a prej,')osi tion 
turns out to be II instead of", "for!!,.. '!.!.,as an eCiui valent toll 
and IIIn return for". 
oJ \ r 
0( r' rl de 
c 
o 
t).~e. . ,.. 
Xenophon Ek. V, Ch. 3, i,L4 
Heon, the Asinian, received what was offered 
instead of Cheirisophus, i.e. received what 
1;'18S intended for Cheirisophus. 
But like otb.ers, join wi th us against the Syra-
cusans; and instead of always [uarding against 
them, at last ta~{e your (equal) l)art in counter- f 
plottinG acainst them. 
\ 
K~I 
KO{I //11'10(. 
~ .... 
O(y'T£. T'/l W~£V ) " d.(lr"i/s 
Xenophon 13k. V, eh. 5, ~'14 
In return for these things they honored us and 
distributed presents to the army, and we re-
spected them in return. 
r~~------------~ 
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CHAPTER VIII 
/ 
The Preposition ~~v 
;. .. ., 
The preposi tion rtfv and. its older form Jt! v' offers 
one of the most strikinG, differences b~tvveen Xenophon and 
Tlmcydides. Thucydides, though one of the early writers of 
Attic prose, avoids this preposition almost entirely except 
in composition. In fact, Xenophon is the only writer of the 
Attic prose period who uses it to any extent at all; the 
reason beinG that the preposition~£~/had all but driven ~Jv 
into the colu:sms of archaic words. Therefore, in this chapter, 
, 
we ElUSt beware of acceptinG the numer'ous examples of rvv in 
Xenophon as illustrations of Attic prose. They are nothing 
more than examples of Xenophon. The use of (Ttlll'" or !Jv in 
Tt.ucydides and others are al:ulOst invariably old standardized 
f,' ,,,'12\ • I I formulas such as cJ /IV "" 1\(11$ - In arms ; (J"1I11 - with 
the help of the gods 2 ; etc. 
, 
The radical me~ning of ~vV , therefore, is "w.i thtl • 
Its use is restricted to the dative case. How the dative 
serves to perform the function of three cases: the dative 
proper, the locative, and t~e instrumental. It is only with 
;' 
the latter that Q"VV is concerned. But although the dative 
f 
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.' used vii th (TlJV' is the instr1.lmental, means and instrument are 
,-
not the primary ideas conveyed by 0-(./11" • The first use of 
crjv implies accom:Janiment or union 3; then, means and in-
strument; an d finally, manner. 
"tocether withll, 
c ,-
()TI 
1/ alone.; vd thl! , 
c. ()I 
, ... 
o(LlT"'S 
/ 
Ther$f.ore, <TvV' first means 
.... , 
!lin company with"; as in: 
t )A ~VlS (TUi/ 
.. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, £18. 4 
••••• and because the Greeks who had marched 
with them fled. 
Fov;ever, this use is not restricted to accompaniment with per-
sons; as for instance in: 
-- ol~~) r:I...~T()J c,-;"., To/'s 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #26 
••••• and so they were burned there with the 
towers, i.e. tocether with the towers. 
/ 
The use of ~v~ is co~aon in describing military movements, 
and then is not peculiar to Xenophon. It is especially used 
with words suegesting troops, fleets, and arms rather than 
actually stating them; as in the conpound: 
3 \ tK IJ' A .£,,~ fCl~ flltv T, ~ III 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.62, #1. 5 
. 
••.•• had sailed with the whole fleet (or force) 
forSelinus. 
.... 
In many instances this latter usage of the dative is equivalent 
to a dative of means; as in: 
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Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.l, #7 
••••• to take what is necessary with a forasing 
party; i.e. by means of a goraging party. 
Sor;letimes the added connotation of 1I~7r? the help of" is involved 
as in the example already Given: (T~V ,,,i6 &e.d/1 But fre-
quently the preposition served to strengthen or reinforce the 
.. 
sim~'Jle dative; as the first in the followi~g sentence: 
,J/ Ie \ 8,1l'£1 T«. ~al ~) AIt~wv ()/ ~t: A'tIr«vTtl 
T;is fJ~ 4. .... ~/Y 
'i' jJI" .... tlY'd.I T~/~ 
c' o(.ll'r (T~t" .. 11/,-11/ 
Then too, those Greeks who were careless about 
discinline (i.e. about the disciuline Drevalent 
with ;s) and thought themselves ~ble t~ perform 
as great things in conjunction with the barbarians 
as with us are duly punished. ~ 
The variations in the spelling of the preposition is inter-
esting, but has no grannnatical significance. 
Besides these meaning, is also used to express 
:-rl.eans and instrur;lent reguarded as accompaniment of some actbn; 
as for example: 
» I' 
e.n 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.7, #30 
••••• nor is it yet safe to carry these (dead 
men) off with the herald's-staff (i.e. by ne-
gotiating with the enemy). 
f 
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Moreover, (TvV' may describe the manner of some action; as in: 
\ (. , 
Tov de Vl~V" 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, 027 
. 
• • • •• and new corn laid u'f'J '41n the straw • 
.,;t 
In composition (TvV' is quite C01mnon even a:nonE those 
aclthors who avoid its free preposi tion*l usage. The first 
meaning again is II together wi thtl JUV{1JIy"-Ie. - he 
sent tosether vIi th him 6. Or it ::21ay nean simply II tocetherll ; 
- he drew his legs together 7. 
Here we see that the prefix serves for an adverb. Or again, 
it may connote the idea of completeness and thoroughness; e.g. 
W!I I' tt...J';"1f. (():K/~) !uv£,jil1i'T ev 
fell completely.8 
- so that his house 
It might further be noted that in comyosition the 
undereoes various euphonic changes. Before any labial 
, .. 
sound ( i. e. before 11 , (3 ,1 ' f, A.( ,) the V changes to a"K; 
before any guttural sound (i.e. before X 'of ,)( ,j ) it 
changes to a J' ; before a A pr a (j, that consonant is re-
d.uplicated; and before J or q- followed by aJ.'1other cons~nant 
the v is dropped as it sometimes is before J . 
f 
r 
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1. Thucyciides Bk.VI, Ch.105,,;2 
2. Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.8, ~19 
3. This comitative dative i~4regarded as a secondary 
use of the instrumental dative which in turn may be 
subdivided into: dative of association, of accompani-
ment, of accompanyinG circur{lstances, and of time 
and space. 
4. cf. Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.8, #18; Ch.3, ~6; Ch.3, #5. 
5. cf. Ibid. Ch.7,#30. 
6. Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.6, #21; cf. Ch.6, J7 
7. Ibid. Ch.8, #10; cf. Ch.7, ~3. 
8. Ibid. Ch.2, #24. 
, 
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CEAPTER IX 
~ 
The Preposition £J/ 
Perhaps the most used preposition of all is the pre-
.. 
position !'V. Its radical meaning im~lies "a state or con-
dition or rest within". It is, as it were, midway between 
e:5 "into the interior ll and iK "out of the interior". The 
.:J basic difference, therefore, between tV and the other two 
is the difference between rest and motion. This connotation 
or "rest in" is supplied by the dative with locative force. 
) 
Hence, lll' is primarily concerned with local and temporal re-
lations. 
~ . The frequency with which 41/ is used results from 
the fact that the simple dative of place is used only with 
proper names of places, and of these is chiefly confined to 
the names of Attic demes. In like manner, the simple dative 
of ti:.11e is used only with nounS. denoting II day" , "niGhtfl, "montht 
"year", and "festivals", and even these (except festivals) 
~ 
senerally take e~ when no adjective word is connected with 
them. 1 
;) 
The first and simplest use of tv , therefore, c;ives 
the location of someone or something as bein; strictly IIwith-
f 
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inj" as _ in Scillus 2; 
in the lamd of the barbarians3 ; er 7ft Q'c;)e, If 14~A.Yc(l~v-
~ t) ~ \ in the city of the Athenians 4; SY' ()c T~ tV ~ K, I' AC'~ v rt 
- in this bit of land i;~.',,?cillus 5; Lv r,;; T"kS 
- in the temple of Artemis 6. These ea-
amples at the same time illustrate the various positions of 
the prepositions' object. 
The strict meaning of "within", however, is not in-
~ 
sisted upon; and, consequently, we find 6Y' meaning "in", 
where a more exact translation might be "on", "upon", "at"; e.g. 
~ ~/ 7) .... e y n7s "('ltn - in (on) the mountains ; ~y rep 
on the plain 8. Or again: 
c/.s ~I!' lv LI ~; '¢>ol.s rJJttrrJf.?:Y, 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.3, #5 
He deposits (the money) in the treasury in 
(at) Delphos. 
\ oJ 
"'"' e. Y e v 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.97, #1 
There is a peninsula at the narrow lsthmus. 
J 
ell' 
oJ / 
e.fotlt/e.ro. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.60, #2 
••••• and the trouble did not seem at an end 
i.e. there seemed to be no end of trouble. 
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sometimes the meaning "within" is broadened to denote the idea 
, 
of "surrounded byfl or " enclosed in"; as £~ 
clothed in tunic only 9; ell' rtjJ / trj v/;P 
i,rwvl ,.t<c"vc v 
J.f.~ ~VI 
in the bitter cold 10; and then by ~rlalogy such expressions 
- under arms 11 seem to follow this lead. The 
idea of "withintl is also extended to "in the number of" or 
.. 
" ~ ~ 
II among"; e. g. 1,11' nils f/If~/~ ..z~IlV - they were among friends L 
- lawfuessness among us 13. 
" Besides these more COlTImOn usages, $11' Inay express 
many other notions which, figuratively at least, have - or at 
one time had - local relationships. It maJ'" mean "in tr.:.e pos-
session of" 
tyranny 14. , 
~ 
r/' T~ Cl..vv,'rh as in ell' ~ - in possession of the 
or it ~nay mean "in the power of" , "in the reach 
-, 
10 
, 
T(/.. T~v C. / 11.. T T tN' "" V . 
Xenophon Bk. V, Ch6. j}32 
For it is in the power of the conqueror to 
take what belongs to the vanquished. 
, ... 
Or it may lTIean II in the presence of", "before": o"JoltXV~tlv T£ S 
• ~ (' " 15 Gil' 61 d () (TtY - declarins before those already informed '. 
oft! 
Gradually, this local connotation was so obscured as to become 
~ 
unrecognizable. Thus we have ~ II' employed to 111ean "in respect 
off!, "in point of": l~ r,Yf)~ ,;\?/7!"OTkTi r~£<T)Ov - Who 
• 
f 
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ulletf fere, - neither are you timely as regards your haste. l 
A further example of this last usage may be seen in the excerpt 
if~ ,~.~ A~W e It\ .. It er lfV Jt/I/' ".."",-;:1 e, v i/ ~,y ; 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.?, #10 
~~om of them do I forbid to speak among you, 
if he has something good t~say? 
" But over and above these uses of ev with local re-
ference - however vague the idea of place may be - there is an-
other use which signifies the state or condition in which one 
is. In this construction the preposition and its substantive 
taken together are equivalent to an adjective or participle. 
The construction may refer to outward circUITlstances, as: 
.. , 
\ 
KD4( 
"r, - I am certain they are alread 
, ... 
sailing, i.e. under sail~8 Hence this construction is commonly 
applied to occupations and pursuits, as: ell' tl). oro cjJl; 
- to be in (i.e. studying) philosophy and 
oratory. Or it may refer to inward states of feeling such as: 
- they were in despondency 19; 
d,do.t""/'" to be intending 20; 
• 
- in the 
finest time of life 21. These latter uses are common, but 
;) 
especially so with neuter adjectives as in the phrases: ~v 
Tw 
I 
- in the same condition, in like manner 22; 
_ equally 23; iv' 
- to be safe 2~ , 
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c.1i' £I r 0<. - then as a secondary consider-
J 
ation 25; ell' In these instances 
the prepositional phrase takes the place of an adverb. 
Means and instrument are expressed by in such 
phrases as: - carrying a lance 
by (i.e. in) his right hand 27. Even ~n these instances the 
original meaning of the preposition is retained. Someti-mes, 
however, it is not so easy to detect; e.g. (, .. 
" C; v 
tfl,-n:.,X/rrE,/ d..~rD~ ~/t)..~~£V'" - but as to the things which you 
will gain by this fortress 28. This use of the preposition to 
ex~ress means and instrument is often used in Attic prose with 
~ """ C ...., f" verbE3 of showing as in such examples as t!.v rIJIS Ir"'~ 0(1 V~I r" 
it appeared from the sacrificial victims that ~~.; but general-
ly, instrumentality as a consequent sense arises from the sub-~ 
ject matter and not from the word. 
:I 
The use of LV in phrases expressing manner is easil 
recognized because of its affinity to our English use of !linl! 
in like phrases; as for example: c¥.'!"vres iv f~tJ/";' 
'20 ~ " r., d.t2J .... sing±ing in rhythm .:> ; e. v 7" 1i'w at Till" -7 tAli' e I - it!. 
some secret way 31; ev ~:'!/q. - in a calm 32; ev 
~ \ 
;WY - drawn up in order 33; 
.. 
But if the uses of ev in the above senses seem 
numerous, the use of the same preposition to express time is 
f 
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almost as frequent though not so varied in meaning. Its strict 
~ 
esf temporal meaning is found in the very corronon phrases ~v 
roJr'f Te? J~'v'f' and its ellipsis ev T()JTtp - within 
(during) this space or period of time~~;meanwhiler4and in &11' 
10/ ;.r~()~TI - at present 35 It is even used with words 
denoting time which are capable of standing in the dative with-
~ 
out a preposition: as eV fll ~Ol;; - within a deter-
mined number of days 36; T r 
I' ~,.., 
t yr";,, !,/I'I()I..tlTtp 
understood) - in the fourth year 37; ty Ii Tc<JT()I../S (~£~a./$)-
- at midday 39. iNhen 
specific word signifying time is present, the meaning can be 
J 'C.' I' ...., gathered either by supplying such a vvord as in tv cp ot. T«.vr«. 
/lv - while these things were so 40; or else by studying the 
context. Often enough little difference will be made whether 
the phrase is taken as temporal or circumstantial; e·O'· '0 , 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.37, II 
••••• much less then, when all Sicily is hostile; 
a.v. with all Sicily hostile. 
As a prefix in compositions the preposition retains 
its connotations of "within!!, Hatn, "nearH, !lonl!, and llal:J.ong!l. 
\ C j ... A few eXaluples will show the general usage: t.AJrT£ e,v", K tlV 
so as to d"\'[ell therein 41; !. vy"e:lrt, \ Kgtl 
bear t~e following in mind 42 In composition with adjectives 
f 
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the prefix expresses either a modified degree of the adjective 
or the possession of a quality. For euphonic reasons, in com-
nosi tion the V becomes ~ before , I be-
4-1.17 changes to another .A; fore K ,t ,X, J . , before ;\ 
and sometimes chanGes to t before another t • 
.) 
In some cases t.v loses iti force altogether and, 
as in (30(/ A"~~V()& T~ n ,1j1(/~ eVolVTi tJ~(J!)t:J(1 - wishing to 
Or)pOSG Nicias 43, the case is determined by the verb or another 
prefix. 
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CHAPTER X 
The Preposition. d/;' 
• 4; 
Since the case of the noun in adverbial phrases is 
not strictly speaking determined by th. preposition but re-
tains its own proper function, it is possible for some pre-
positions to be used in conjanction with various cases. The 
selection of these prepositions is not as arbitrary as it may 
at first seem; nor is the English version of a phrase ever a 
norm for the Greek. In determining with what case, or cases, 
a certain preposition may be used, we must first learn what 
its basic meaninG is. That meaning may then be found to apply 
to more than one case function. 
The preposition J/~~ is such an ex~~ple. Its radica 
meaning is "throuZh!! with the added connotation of "right throu 
and out of", Ilin at one point and out at another", "from end to 
end". At once we perceive that this radical meaning is capable 
of two interpretations. If we conceive the motion as alre~dy 
completed, then "out off! expresses separation and, consecp entl , 
the genitive will be used. But if, on the other hand, we stress 
the notion of motion itself or the equivalent idea of "By way 
of ll , and analogously the notion of cause, then the case will 
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be a sort of terminal accusative - at least in the figurative 
sense of "to the end of" and hence "on account of". 
let. with the Genitive 
The genitive with J,: in expressing local relations 
has various meanings. Sometimes it eJjoys the original mean-
ing of IIthrough and out of", as in: 
r,'Iore 
• I( tA.1 J \ ..... - /,P \ r , ,tA. Tt.<JII' lo(.J £.,WY /(ot.l d,rJ.. 
r~v ~ AA~~UJv ilJ,,/e~v T6 
T"~S /lo At~/~(/ S, 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #14 
••••• and marching right through the lines and 
heavy-arms of the Greeks, they advanced immediately 
against the enemy. 
frequently, however, it simply means "through". 
t7-Cl~t; Je' ~'Y'/£Wy J,d.. To(j II';''' Jl'~TtA/,,~\ 
~ e).,vt>'Js Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.3, #8. 
It so happens that the river Sellenus flows 
through this property. 
Someti::nes J,r: indicates the intervals of space, i.e. a dis-
tance or gap between objects, as in: 
Td.lr dltf.. Jl')..e/(i"T~1J Ji'~V'Tes i~E.v i)"''jt"tl..y)<.ul{ 
li!.It!> J~vrQ( ---
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch.ll, ,71'1 
••••• for we all know that things most removed 
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and least given to a test of merit are most admired. 
\ 
Kr;(.1 
Thuc,ydides Bk.VI, Ch.ll, #1 
••••• being far distant and numerous ••••• 
In expressions of time, implies uninterrupted 
.. 
extension "throughout" or Ilduringfl a period of ti::ne, as in such 
1 
- throughout the night • Of past time 
dIrt conveys the idea of "since ll or "after!!, the word j,ftiY'DS 
often being omitted: J, J ~ A 'r()tI - after a brief interval, on 
a sudden, for a short time2 ; (PJ J/~ ~c(~ ()f) - in no 
long time, soon 3; ,J;,;. 17' )et'rTdll - for the longest time 4 
Or again may express intervals of time, e.g. 
every three days. 
, .... 
Of other relations expressed by the genitive with 
the most important is that of cause. The connotation sug-
gested by dIe;( in such phrases seems to be that one thing 
tlcomes through and out of ll , or in other words, "arises from l1 
another. Under cause we include agency and means. With the 
genitive, cflL is used to indicate the intermediate agent and 
means, i.e. the person employed to bring about an intended re-
suIt. It is, therefore, equivalent to the Latin prepositions 
"perl! expressing mediation. For example: 
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/ 
Jllr r ot. rEv elII'. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.6l, '1l5 
••••• thinking it was through him that they 
had been persuaded to joi~~the expedition with 
us. 
J, ) I J/'I'ct fcl..yrf.S 
Thuc;j.dides Bk.VI, Ch.89, lf2 5 
• • • • • negotiating through them ••••• 
The use of f/~~ to express means may be seen from the follow-
ing: 
••••• so that they may not be walled off as if 
by a smaller circuit. 
r ~ ~I 
With such verbs as e'V'~( , !'O..,e..r8",t, and e.X£IV 
, ... 
the genitive of some word denoting a property or quality to-
gether with this preposition may denote a state or feeling, 
as for example in: 
. . . . . 
J~ I~(JV cilf"~ ~;{ !l8Tt: ---
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.34, #2 7 
but they are always in fear lest sometime •••••• 
Often cGl and the genitive are simply substitutes 
for a simple adverb of manner, e. g. J, ck T ~lWS - quickly 8; 
J/~ crJ1,,(//iis - with earnestnesss 9; il J rrils -in 
ang:er 
'--
10 
• 
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· r:, with thE90e Accusative 
~-
. The s use of !Iot wi th the accusative in prose is re-
{ 
stricted to ex~~pressions indicating some type of causal relatio 
sbip. Its Us.e e in phrases of space and time is strictly poetic. ., 47 
!he causal signagnification expressed by the accusative can be 
best mnderstoodnod if we remember that the accusative denotes 
IlOtion towards •• s. The preposition J> .. " ~ith the accusative, then 
means "through n and towards~ an aiming at; something "with a 
"lew to". NOw, ('07, there is a very close link between the phrases 
(.with a view too;o" and !lowing to". The first, taking its figure 
the act of1-f seeing, thus stresses the notion of "into!l; 
the real mee.eaning of "with a view to" is "with the intention 
(in - tendoo_o) and so the idea stressed is one of purpose. 
the i development is easy; "with the intention of" is 
to "_" IIfor the sake of II, which in turn is the same as'" 
-by - or for the reason", and finally lion account of", "owing 
to", and II in co:o onsequence of". Therefore, the accusative wi th 
tI,,: is equi va:s.alent to the Latin preposition "propter". 
The: following examples will illustrate various ways 
of rendering th:rll~is construction. 
\ 
Kd./ " 01 0 
\ I~" '-' 
•••.•••• others had a suspicion that he expected 
to beC)e rewarded for his advice; i.e. owing to 
his 8 advice. 
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••••• we should be unable to hold it, both on 
account of the length of the voyage and the dif-
ficulty of guarding cities as large as those on 
the mainland even as regards resources • 
., 
This latter excerpt is interesting because of the substitution 
of a simple dative of cause for another ~~~ phrase. The 
dative, ordinarily, specifies the reason less definitely than 
the prepositional phrase. When used in the same sentence, as 
in the above example, the dative may express the immediate cause 
while the preposition expresses the more remote. 11 
The preposition it: is very often used with the in-
finitive and the article, as in: 
I , d/~ , ~Ke,7etv '] , ~ J,~ TtJI. ~y To £11/(11./ 10<. / 
/0 fell/' e (7"1(' 0( 7 t.V (f' (}r/..( J .) .., , K AefXif tV OI..//r';t <TelIf' 
Tt. I(a} i1et KvA /J ~ . 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.6, #24 
••••• and partly from being a native from that 
place and partly from soldiering there under 
Clearchus and Dercellidas. 
The accusative with Itf often expresses the notion 
of lion account of II , flfor the sake of n , and flwith regard to". 
f:,/ 
Since c:.y'l-ICtJ(. with the genitive expresses the same meaning, we 
must add that these meanings apply to J,~ only in causal re-
, ... 
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.' 
relationships. !/~ is rarely used as it is in the following 
r./ 
example as a substitute for eve. K ~ to denote purpose: 
le.I r~ 
. 
" I , ~dTloV XfoVtf 
'"' 
Ji'/(J TI/,;'O- IJd..I e,l.-foV' JJr~ OY~I1.V 
vvv. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.9, #2 
Nevertheless, neither in th~past have I spoken 
contrary to my conscience for the sake of being 
honored, nor shall I do so now. 
Just as /1: with the genitive expressed intermediate 
azency, so with the accusative it expresses what we might call 
accidental agency, i.e. a person, thing, or state beyond our 
control. The connotation supplied by J:: in this case is: 
IIthrough the merit, or fault offl. Naturally, this is a type 
of cause. 
XOlAell'~v dt. !/~ 11 A():i' ~hl("S ;'11' rjf~' /,,-C,I""cI\.l. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.34, //3 
~t was difficult to keep formation because of 
the length of the voyage. 
in Composition 
The first function of ~~ in composition is applied 
to notions of space and adds the connotation of "all through", 
\ "i' ( " 
"across" and "over!!; as in: Xcx.At-1l"., tP'~rA' d'o.jBt:I.,JytlV - I thin 
it difficult to cross·12 , eft d. ~o ~ e,.-" ;; q-c4.( - carry war 
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through 13; iteAble;y _ to pass through 14; 
.. 
With phrases 
the action of whose verbs involve time, the prefix supplies 
the notion of lito the very end" and hence the very connnon mean-
ing of the prefix comes to be "thoro~f;hlyl!, "completely"; as 
in: "'c;"-rf.)<c.Tt> - he fought to the end; he fought hard 15; 
jt«;1i"fr"",res Ta£ XWI'I~ - ransacking the place 16. In this 
.. 
sense the preposition simply denotes intensity, continuance, 
or fulfillment. 
Often the prefix ~o: is equivalent to the Latin 
prefix "dis-II to supply the notion of ffapart!! and lIasundertr; 
as: dlet/IE-rot, - it is separated, divided 17. From this it 
also came to mean Tlseverally": Je"'/wKtI. - I distributed 18; 
J/~ ).~;Sc/i/tP{/r/ - they distributed 19. 
1!lith verbs meaning to contend, converse, question, 
reply, greet, embrace, etc. in the middle vOice, Jof. empha-
sizes the reciprocal force of the middle,; as in: ljo;S oJA~,,".s 
- they conversed among themselves. 20 
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CHAPTER XI 
, 
The Preposition KJ..To(. 
.) ,-
Opposed to the preposition o(t/e(. "up f! is the prepo-
sition Like cf,,- , it ilso is used with the 
genitive and accusative cases; the genitive being either that 
of goal which is used with verbs meaning flto aim at ll , "strive 
forti, "desire lf , "reach", Il obtain ll , and the like; or else the 
ablative genitive denoting separation. The accusative expresse 
the same ideas it does with other prepesitions. 
" Used with the genitive, j(tf4.rt:4. would like to imply 
that the motion is verticle and perpendicular; with the ac-
cusative, the motion tends to be conceived as horizontal. Of· 
the two case usages, the use with the accusative is by far the 
more common. 
K~r~/ with the Genitive 
Since the use of KrATi with the genitive is so In-
frequent, it is necessary to look beyond the two books speci-
fied in this thesis for examples of the various usages. The 
basic local use denoting motion "down from above" may be seen 
in: 
f 
-The second 
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••••• that Cephisodorus and, all the others who 
had not leaped down from~~ rocks were killed. 
, 
use of X.JTo< wi th the genitive expresses the idea of 
, X/:)" ,,'t, " ~" ;r';/rt/-tI dOVin and into II as in the phrases: X~T~ ~c(r" 
.. , 
::Iwt fix the upon the ground; \ X. t;ot>! to to eyes K;..T"", -
pour water on the hands. Only rarely is it used ,to express 
~ \ .. 
rest in a place: 0 K~rr/. tJ1.S - one dead and buried 1, and even 
more rarely with expressions of time. 
The most common use of x~~/ with the genitive is 
.) , , 
that similar to the use of elTl and ~c1~ with the genitive 
to express the notion of IItowards" or nagainst~. 
, " \ ~ '/ 
J{tl.1 o"..u.E. v 0(, (/ Td S Tl. 
I(tl..r' ot'A/\wv ~1tY'';el 
Thucydides Bk.Vr, Ch.60, #4. 
Accordingly he informed against himself and the f 
others in the affair of the Hermae. 
Of course, this shows a metaphorical development - to go a-
gainst oneself and give information. The connotation of 
in these cases usually implies unfavorableness. 
Wi th verbs of swearing K"rf employs the figure of 
holding the hand over the object sworn to; and, therefore, 
lIdown uponll. Then )(o<.T«' simply means IIby". 
r 
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~ / oJ c./ 
e.li"I"'('''Y r J(eY,' e.J(t1..rTo/ 
)(o(.r~ /y iJv Te ~ e/wll', 
, 
To" 
~~cydides Bk.V Ch.47, 
••••• and let each swear the oath that is most 
binding in their own country over (i.e. by) 
full grown victi::ns. 
/ j(rj.,Tc< with the Accusative 
.-
The more common usa8e of K~r~ is with the accusa-
tive. " , • / • I / As ~VrL 1iOTtyt.6~ meant "up the s tream,l, so K",rttA. 1l'Qro{.~oy 
means tldown streaml!; hence of horizontal motion. The various 
local meanings of the preposition may be seen in the examples: 
It~K~/V' ';'r:rI"J,~s kv Ktll.r~ I..lS 1ltf Acl:) - it was unsafe to pur-
sue them to (and through) the gates; 2 j(""T~ p;" ~ lov jJt.U;wv .2P 
fleeing over the road; 3 I(<<T~ Thy fl'tf ~ III' - throuehout the 
city.4 All these phrases convey the added notion of extent 
fron!!, !loverll, and "throughout lf a space. , Such examples as: <rrtk~ 
Ko(.T~ T~~ .?~).u - standing at the gates5 ; and cJ' Ji I('c{T~ T~'" 
~ (\ 
000" >~ 6 8.D'e.vTo - others stood on the road ; are used in a preg-
. 
nant sense, the motion having been completed already. In such 
uses KrArf)(' means lion", "inti, iratI!, tlamong", "aboutl!, and Ifover~ 
But even in these local phrases the connotation of Ifdownwardsl! 
is more or less traceable. This is not so clearly the case, 
hovrever, when /(g(ToI... is used in expressions of indefinite place; 
f 
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i.e. of a place or space in which no point is especially marked 
out, as in: Kc<.T~ IJtJf' j(oI..~ KtJ{T~ 6J:").e/..Q"'<!"tJ{v .:;. by land and 
sea 7 
Distributively, / J(ncL is used. to indicate a whole 
divided into parts which are then taken consecutively. 
re 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.67,7i'3 
Nicias went along exhortine them, nation by nation 
as well as all together. 
In like manner: KtJi.T~ ;?t5 A £15 - city by ci ty 8; Ko£T~ /i-y;z. i<e/..~ 
J v;" 110<.. .... rtl.. - severally and collec ti vely 9. 'fhe same con-
\ \ , t' 
struction is used in temporal relations: Kcl-TtI. Ie TJv' Jrt<.r ctV 
with each successive day 10; and also with neuter 
adjectives: little by little, few at a time 11; • 
\ / 
KoI..TtI. I"'(~S 
KAT} J~(r()1J -
- part by part 12 
/ 
;fhe use of Ko(.rct. to express purpose arises from 
the accusative's force of indicating the direction towards an 
object. In a ffrrurative -Nay, therefore, the acctlsative de-
notes the reason for an action: K"'i~ (Je«.y """ & ltJ{ty - they came 
to see the sight, they came for the spectacle 13 
A more frequent use, however, is that indicating 
thesrour:ds upon which an action is placed. 1'his differs from 
the nrevious construction denoting purpose in that it explains 
f 
r~~----------------~ 
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"bow ll an ac tion tal:es place, or wIla t prompted the ac t, rather 
than tl'e ureason1! for it. Hence, the owrd usrroundsll must not 
be understood to mean lTthe purpose of an actionll, but I1the 
bas:Ls for an action". 'rhis distlnctiQn is very slight, but a 
.... ; 
few exarl;Jles will clarify. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.5, 
.. 
J:he~,T had processions according to the customs 
of the Greeks. 
, c ... Tit v E.d.ClTtuv 
KfJl.l fUlfil/i.,.", 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.50, ;~!:4 
The Athenians are come to reinstate the Leontines 
in their own country on the grounds of alliance 
and kinship. 
'l'herefore, the meaning of f(,,-r~ in su'ch cases may be expressed 
'\ \ , 
by such phrases as:K'(TCIC. TD /<-Ityt/)'l" - on the strength of the 
informa tion 14; KtJl..Td.. Tltv llf~' r rJ.v C//}./rJ.V - on the plea of 
former friendship 15; ciJ'l1 KIIC.TA )..If.DV - in proportion (i. e. in 
lr I , 17 
accordance with) to reason 0; Ktl...Td. 1l'~vT'" - in everything . 
I<o<.rl dviKJtv - of necessi ty 
quick as possible 19; ;(,l..T;" 
18. Ktl..T;;" , - hastily, as 
~ 
J( ~ o-;u.D V - in an order ly way, .in 
order 20; f( AT;'" KtJ.r~s - wi th all their s trene;th 21. Prom 
these examples it :nay also bee seen just how K.l.T.L comes to 
eX1)reSS the notion of manner. But it will be noted that the 
noun in these cases is usually an abstract substantive used as 
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a substitute for an adverb. 
• • 1/ " In conJunctlon with the use of ~~rA . " meanlng on 
the grounds of" or " in accordance wit~ll, there is a further 
a~~'9lication of the sa~ne construction wi th regard to comparisons. 
';n1en quali ties of things ( not the t1:ings themselves) are C01TI-
~ , 
Dared, the conjunction k. is followed ~y K#l..TtI. to express the 
idea equivalent to the Latin !lquaI'l pro!!, or the English !!than 
accordinG torl. For example: 
J .1'1' / .1' \ \ Tc(.I$ e?/ t?V~/«1 ~ ~Ci!t1trlV' k K-< Td. Tlty 
Vl?f 't'"ot/.v ~J(T, ~ II' ~ 1/ Ii. To. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.15 <~3 
He indulged desires beyond (i.e. ereater than 
was in accordance with) his actual means. 
" But KrJ..TJ.. and the accusative in temporal phrases 
reverts again to the original connotatIon of of the accusate 
to supply the idea of IIthroushout Tr , II during II , and flfor". 
22 
- at about the same time The 
, f 
ti.:'!1e spocified by Ktl...Tt£ is far less definite than that expressed 
by ell'/ with the geni ti ve. 
, 
}(~T~ in Comnosition 
/ 
The use of j(,t..r"" in compounds is quite frequent, but 
the ~nean:i.::.1Cs are not ::-nany. '1'he primary meanin:::; is again II down-
/ 
wards ll and is easily recognized in such words as Kt£TeJ.7iJ"YTeS -
r 
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runninG dOll'm 23; Kv...io(/)e~tv"s roc. Jf?Ad. - havinE': laid down their 
arms 24 From this meaning it then CO::1es to ~,lean "back!!; e. g. 
Kd..Te),t/lltTO - a Y:lan was left behind 25 l/iost frequently 
tl:le preposition simply strengthens i1tl-e meaninr:o; of the verb 
itself. The metaphorical meaninG of r1against" in a hostile 
sense is very co:mmon as in such COElpounds as 
.. 
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CHAPTER XII 
c. / 
The Prepos i tion . u!'e;;> 
.... ~ / 
C I' 
The basic meaning of the ~reposition VR~ is 
If above" • It is us ed together wi tIl. ei ther the geni ti ve or the 
accusative cases to eXliress the fundamental notions of those 
cases respectively. In general, it may be said to be in con-
~ , c / 
trast vvi th l./ll and directly opposed to v1i'o • It is equival-
ent to the Latin preposition "super". 
I: , 
V !l~ wi th the Geni ti ve 
I 
Co / 
':'he genitive and V#';-0 is used to specify "that 
over which something is or happens". In local relationships 
the genitive may express the notion of "rest overt!, "above" , 
or Ifbeyond!l; as in the example: 
I' 0/ « TJ1. q- U) r:r, v 
I C \ T~ K c(. I f/ Ji'r ,X 7/"" d7J"1v<v"l1 .. ' ,/. ~u'6Jt/s K. e~ £1/011.--
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.9l, #1 
••••• thinkinG that unless the Athenians 
should get possession of the Epipolae, a 
crasgy place lyine; directly aoove the city ••••• 
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.' tJ1i'c; 
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch.4 III 
beyond the river Pantacyas 
c. ,-On the other hand, (/jl't.;o together with a verb of motion may be 
used to express the idea of !!over!!, ~~brossl!; e.g. 
J,rWy(trKtH/S 
,-
Ji 
J (J Y c(. T "" v. 
X_nophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #13 
They wore tunics reachine; down to a1)ove the 
knees. 
c .... / ' VI/yo with the geni ti ve may also be used like ?O to mean "for!! 
"in defense of", lion behalf of". 
,) , 
0( y c(. q" TCil S ~ t. J'" I!J v 
'S' 
c , 
(//7'7 
vr;o d..T/ W TWY e. 1 1l'e v. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.5, #13 
In reply to these arguments Xebophon arose 
and spoke on behalf of the soldiers. 
This notion is obviously derived from the idea of "standing 
over with a view to protecting!! as may be seen from such phrase 
as the following: 
lld..ijl1'(J~ ___ if<YTJj€'I'D7iJV'e.IV 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.13 ://1 
••••• hold up your hanrls on behalf of our 
country ••••• 
x ct..~ Il.l;" 0 v' 11 et Td./ 
KIV/VV£tfe.ly' . 
r:ts 
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch.78, 1/1 
••••• and think it preposterous to incur 
f 
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dan;:er for our country •.••• 
Althoue:h this use r;enerally connotes the idea of tlfor the ~ood 
oft! or IIfor the safety of II, it may a.1.~'P imply the notion of 
IIfor the sake of"; as in: 
'... I (",' , ... 0'-' (Q II' I( 0( , t/ II e ~ e,,;'l 01.11 To" 
,.. 
Xenophon Bk.V, eh.5, #28 
I offer sacrifices both on your behalf and 
on my own. 
/ Sometimes, however, it is used like Frl to mean !ton", "of", 
ttconcerning"; as in the example: 
c .... 
It/<WY 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.7, #12 
••••• to be taking counsel for ourselves. 
C / 
tJ/l'4p with the Accusative 
7 1: .... / 
The accusative with Vl/~(' desisnated that"over!f 
or IIbeyond which sOMething goes". Its use, therefore, is 
primarily found with verbs of motion, as we should expect. 
IJot so obvious are its many uses to express the measure "oyerll, 
ttabove fl , "exceeding", !lbeyond which something ryoes". o A clear 
example of this latter use may be seen in: 
I t,t-)J JtV" lS \ ~ \ !: Y «;"-11/ ~ 01 lro KoI./ vll'e; 
A.l.'Jw 
~ , 110/ t1w J / ~~." TItY C. YO~ I C'Td.JI', 
Thucydides Bk.VI, eh.16, #2 
f 
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For the Greeks conceived an idea of our 
state's greatness exceeding its actual 
power. 
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Closely related to such expressions of Ineasure is the use of 
c / llli'r 
of". 
;. .. ., 
with numbers to express the notion of "overT! or "upwards 
I 
1(cl..1 
\ 
r"tls c. ..... \ 
"'TrY' 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.3, #1 
They put aboard those who were more than 
forty years of aGe. 
c I 
When this meaning was applied to temporal phrases, II;?~ cane 
to mean "beyond, in the pastil and therefore "before", "earlier 
thanTf • However, this substitute for ~O'is rare. ;rrr T~ ;t1-t/II(o(l 
Thucydides Bk.I , Ch.41 
••••• before the Persian wars ••••• 
in Composition 
C / 
In composition ilfi'r is used in all the meanings 
• 
we have just seen; namely: of place over or beyond; of dOing 
a thing in defense of, or for someone (often with the geni-
tive); and of excess. 
f 
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CHAPTER XIII 
The Prepos i tion;.. f.<.e To( I' 
The preposition ~~~I' in p.ose is restricted to 
uses with the genitive and accusative. Its fundamental mean-
ing is "in the middle of". In general, it is the prose counter-
part of the poetic use of uJv in that it denotes participation 
in, and accompaniment with the action. 
With the Genitive 
rrhe firs t use of the geni ti ve wi th /-<-£.rL may be 
said to express the notion of place: "in the middle of the 
place in which one is". Hence, the preposition means, "in the 
midst of", "amonO' " '0 , 
/ 
~oV'(JI 
.. / 
d. 1N.!' 
"between". 
TE. 
.JI' 
fJ"r8s, 
~\ 
,A<.t7 ' o(y 
For example: 
c./ ~I 
~;<-(" 0\. eli'( 0(. T T () II" 
d.AAwy ,,/ fJyTE..S . 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, 
••••• and when they were alone they would 
conduct themselves as though they were among 
others. 
#34 
... 
But this strictly local use of ~£r~ is not too common. Since, 
however, even here the sense implies both "being with" and "do_ 
ins as the others", we can readily see the close connection 
f 
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this use has with the more common use which denotes a.ccompani-
mente Howeverm the idea of accompaniment itself may have dif-
ferent connotations. It may suggest the notion of "in cor.nnon 
.. .,.. 
!tin connection with", 
J (, 
()cJcJ6 
e.g. 
They, however, said that they would remain 
neutral (i.e. not act in conjunction with 
either). . 
It may also suggest - and this is by far the most common use ~ 
the notion of "along with"; e.g. 
~e rr1 rtEv If c&JU'd./wv' 
if€A~/~Tl5. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, eh.7, =//2 
The Argives, in company wi th the Athenians, ,.... 
went out in full panoply. 
With this latter use there is usually associated the notion of 
accompanying for the purpose of assisting. I' Henc e, ,A eT« may 
YG.ean "in" or "wi th the aid of". For example: 
, (/ 
8.1 dores 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.48, #1 
••••• knowing with whose assistance they would 
carryon the war ••••• 1 
Just as our English preposition "with" has extended 
itself beyond its basic meaning of accompaniment to one of in-
f 
·. 
strumentality, so ~E:rL haa come to do the same. E.g • 
••••• let him look at it in the light of 
truth and be led to a different conviction. 2 
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And since instrumentality is closely akln to the idea of man-
/ 
ner, we have rather frequent uses of ,a.eT()l. to describe the way 
in which an action takes place: e.g. 
J(()!,) ;<. e T J i /\ r/~s n ~~ //vTc.~ 
xcJ o AOf'1J-lwv. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.30, #2 
. . . . . gOing, at once with hope and grief. 
~lr~ {r 
e/ w"'r9 t (J'"o<.v 
J / r 
O(rr /1 Id"S /;,fo<.T <1S 
71' <1 teo IV. \ To<..S 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.58,#2 
••••• for it was customary to march in pro-
cessions armed with shield and spear. 
/ But there is still another use of "I(.eTo<. meaning "together wi th~ 
This time the connotation conveys the notion, !fin conformity 
withtr, !lin strict accord withll, trin proportion to"; e.g. 
'-'" '.$ :'v. _ TO.... ('6' ~ ~, ~\ ~ v' & ,.aD v ll,!,~ ~~cx.v , '- cl( de, 11. ~/' I 
Jr.' I/AfJV "Ke T~ Ko<.,/ tJ'J (1 yeq- & 0<1. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.85, ill 
In every case one must be either enemy or 
friend, according to circumstances. 
f 
\ \ 
~e.y /<-€..Tot. 
/) eJftlj!.t. v 
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3 'rht1~ydides Bk.VI, Ch.72,#4 
••••• their discipline would be practices 
in the midst of dangers (i.e. by means of) 
and their courage, in proportion as their 
confidence in their own .. kill increased, 
would be more self-reliant than ever. 
" "t<.e'To<. \i1Ji th the Accusa ti ve 
With verbs of motion, the accusative with .at.T«'" 
conveys the meaning of motion If right into the midst of n , "com-
ing intoll, or !lcoming among ll • The result, therefore, is a de-
finition of place in relation to other things. This particular 
use, however, seems to be restricted to poetry. ~ 
I ~ / 
The prose use of /<£.7"0(. with kfto/"o(V" is very 
much analogous to this first construction denoting place, for 
it connotes the idea of extended action during time. Thus, 
is equivalent to the literal meaning of the 
Latin adverb ffinderdiu lt - during the day, i.e. between the day's 
beginning and end. 
But by far the most common use of ,;«erL and the 
accusative in Attic prose is that expressing mere sequence and 
f 
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succession. This connotation of sequence or succession may be 
in order of time; as for example: 
,J I' J \ \ .. \ 
ed',/tl ror..;'tJr ()K~W j(rAl ~l(rAr"V' 
~/e Tefo(v t);I(U;-IY. \ ~c. Td. 
'rhucydides Ek. VI, ch.4,#4 
••••• just about on huAdred and eight 
years after their own foundation. 
They hoped they would be more ready to 
listen to them after the battle (since 
the battle). 
Tl:5s .seciuence may laso be in order of place, but the use is 
not common. 
lWTES 
1. cf. Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.G3, 114. 
2. cf. Ibid. Ch.28, #1. 
3. cf. Ibid. Ch61, ill. 
f 
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CSAPTER XIV 
.c.....,. / 
The Pre':.losi tion. ,;4//0 
( I 
The preposition (/17'0 is used with the genitive, 
., 
dative, and accusative. Its basic meaning is that expressed 
by the Latin "subl! - under; and is, Generally speaking, the 
o:oposi to of 
{;1/'(::/ ':Vi th the Geni ti ve 
c / The use of vli'o and the genitive to indicate 
the place "from under which one comes or goes" is chiefly con-
fined to the peets, an exception occasionally occuring here 
and there in prose, as in the example: 
13k.VI, C11.4, /125 
And so, since the sacrifices had not been 
favorable that day, Xenophon took the 
bullock that was yoked to a wagon ••.•• 
C / 
The CO:'J1Jnonest use of tJ/io is that of naming 
causes and ae;ents. It is used with passive verbs and vlith 
neuters in the passive sense. Here the genitive denotes the 
f 
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2-::,:ent uncer vvhose hand (i. e. by or throu'!h whom) the action 
takes place. 'rhis agency may be the direc t personal agent; e. g. 
) 
(J() 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, 416 
••••• not having been commanded by the 
genera:. ..... 
or it may be the instrumental agent regarded as personified: 
,,/ rIG. £~~(JI J.ntJA(JYTO e / 1/110 re 
7/6 A ~/~ Y )(fA) .x/~VOS. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.3, #3 
The rest had perished at the hands of the 
enemy or of the snow. 
~ , 
Likewise \I')i th regard to causes, II/i'o may inc.ica te an external 
cause: e.::::. 
, 
t>()1( 
T~s 
Je' ~ ~~v 
If o/e'& It.fTtXv 
II 'Y fA"" J( ell ;"S 
c.,r7" tlvl) 
i71h ,. - '(~l -r 0"' 2.1 ·!'.2 
'1 ucycLld.es .1-3 .• \1, v.L.~. ~,.( 
They, however, were not diverted from 
their eagerness for the voyage by reason 
of the burdensomeness of the equip·rlent. 
And, finally, this meanine ~aa~r be extended to eXI)ress the agency 
of feeling, passion, etc. 
\ (I c. , IJ li'o 
/ r "Vier T",To< (. . 
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch. 33,115 
f 
...•• for union is ahrays broW:;ht about 
by fear. 
.' 
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. '~Il'o/ l' s In tIlls sense, v often used vlith actlve verbs where some 
passive verb iilay be SUF91ied, as i:c1 00(;;, example: 
~fi'd JF.' 1?/VWV Ji'o/\A wv J..J?oI.j-()P€(h,'vTtAJV---
\ J/ .. U I I 
J(d..1 Twll' ClI'wv 1Ij3!'(/" rt) 7roS 
.. 
~enophon Bk.V, Ch.8, 
-'-!hen many were e:z.hausted under ttteir hard-
shir)s, I ad{:J.i t that I was more wanton than 
an ass. 
/13 
:Svell hel'e J/l't serves to imyly a causal relation. 
c / 
(J ;'7'0 -;;i th the Da ci ve 
C / 
The ;7reater number of cases in which t/Ilo is 
used with the dative are found only in the poets. 'rhe Attic 
c. I 
prose use of 017'0 and the dative is almost entirely confined 
to expressing the idea of subjection, subordination, and de-
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.82,i/3 
Having, then, ourselves become leaders of 
those who vvere forl~lerly subject to the Llng, 
so we continue, thinking that we should in 
this 1Nay be leas t subj ect to the Peloponnesians. 
f 
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c ~ 
It l'!lay be noted that all the us es of lI!ro with the dative can 
be sir:lilarily 
c. / 
eXllreEo sed by (} ill> and the geni ti ve, but not vice-
versa. . ... 
c ~ 
vito 7iith the Accusative 
C. / The use of u/7'o and the accusative in Attic 
prose is aGain rather slight. The most co~~on use is that 
expressing a loose definition of time: e.g. 
c. \ 
vJJo 
I ,r r / 
VI//{T<A. -.- e.kdtdtOl..a-J((JLlCTIV 
T~V btvewv, 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.7 ,,'{!2 , I 
But under cover of night, the garrison 
of Orneae escaped. 
c ~ 
Another us e resenbles tJli'o and the da t:1 ve in t~la tit expresses , ... 
subjection or dependence: e.? 
rhi/ ..t O( E: >. l~ II' "t<. e/j! I 
0<) T J os /! /I C/.'t 17 OYOlX K '" t, t r v. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.S6 
••••• and who UD to this ti:rn.e have kept 
Sicily fro~ being under their dominion. 
f 
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CHAPTER XV 
~ 
The Preposi ti.on 7lMd. 
... ., I 
The preposition Il'o!f,/ i,f used with the genitive, 
dative, and accusative. Its radical meaning is "beside", but 
this is variously modified to conform to the particular re-
lations expressed by the different ca.ses. It is somewhat a-
kin to the Latin tlprae!f andtrpraeter!f. 
71ro' ~nth the Genitive 
~ 
'''{hen 1!tAfcl. is accompanied by &. geni ti ve, it de-
notes the object from the side of which something comes or 
issues. Therefore, it means: tlfrom beside ll , flfrom alongside 
of". Hence, the first distinctive construction we should ex-
pect to find would be that expressing motion from a place. 
Yet, frequently thou3h this occurs in Homer, the prose writers 
, ~ 
prefer the use of 01.11'0 or 4K in this instance and retain 
to eXDress the idea of action moving from a person. Therefore, 
" ll'yd.. cones to denote source or authorship. 
o v's rf r Il'r Jt /( r"v lA «(3e. 
'i"Q'" X,A/~ve. J/ell(~l!S ---
X h PI -IT 01 6 IL1Q I.enol)_ on lJ~. J, v.tl., , 7/ _~ 
f 
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.' ••••• for the three thousand darics he had 
received from Cyrus •.••• 
.. 'Ftl.ucydides Bk.VI, Ch.93 "1 
••••• thinkins that they had learned them 
from the one man who had certain knowledge. 
,. 
In Attic prose lI'r«/ is often used with passive verbs to denote 
the acent of an action. For example: 
Xenonhon Bk.V, Ch.5, "19 
And they alleged that the [overnor sent by 
vou was responsible. 
~ ~ 
1/0(;00<. Vii th the Dative 
I 
The dative does duty for the locative and hence 
wi th Fo(/ot~ denotes the ob ject "by the side of which somethinc 
isfl. This construction enay be translated by "beside tl , lIalone;-
side of", "b'v,lI, linear", dependinc upon the context. It [i ves 
the answer to the question r'where?1I not only of places but also 
of persons, and is like the Latin flapud" and "coram" in ~neaH-
ins. This local connotation may be vasuely seen in the example: 
, 
If 1?r~· :tetftJif. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Gll.l, "15 
In Tr.trace at the court of Seuthes ••••• 
f 
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, 
It may also be readily seen that this use of 7lycol ~yeatly re-
sembles the use of the Latin preposition "apudll and "coraen"; 
the exiles with them 1. ~ ,
of theiy. '''~i ty 2 
A greater variety of meaninGs occur in the use 
of ?yc/ and the accusative. With relations of place it expres-
ses the notion the notion of "alongside of", "nearll, or "by 
somethin2: else ll • This motion :J:ay be conceived as extended, 
i.e. not to a sinsle point, but to one point after another; 
Thuc7dides 13k.VI, Ch.13',¥1 
••••• if one were to sail along the coast. 
Or, it may be conceived as a sincle motion to a place, i.e. 
!fto the side,of". But in prose this latter ussase is only used 
of persons; e.g.: 
". ~ • • . •• senuln:::: 
I 
In the pregnant sense JOy'« 
l?",!,~ X 0<.) }(tJt~S ---
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch.7, <'4 
to the Calcidians ••••• 
is used with verbs of rest, but in 
all t}lese cases the rest is conceived as followinz or subsequent 
to an idea of motion; e.g.: 
Ko<.~ (TT;(A~ (.I '\" eq-rJtKt 1l'~« Toy' )"01..0"'. 
Xenophon Bk.V, C11.3, j13 
f 
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Beside the temple stands a tablet. 
Since the notion of "alongside of" is connected 
with that of "[oing by" or "leavin[ cu .. .,one side", a metaphori-
cal interpretation of this phrase would suszest the notion of 
"going byfl or "missing the mark". 
/ 
to A"oc:ro( in ex})ressing the idea of 
beyond one's strenGth. However, since that wbich Goes wrong 
I' 
is contrary to rieht, in this usase J?rc( may be rendered "con-
trary to" and "a[ainst" or simply as an adverb; v.e; 
A fJIIJ V p",t'\ ~ <T '0<)., tvr~s 
Thucyclides Bk.VI, Ch.33, j6 
When the Persians, contrary to expectations, 
signally failed, ...•. 
;,~ C ""J ) "" 
CI /1 VII ~"(J 
J/KoI..IOV 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.8, #17 
If they suffered unjustly at 1U7T hands, 
is also used in comparisons, as we should expect, since 
thin[..:~s are best cOllroared by placin£" objects side by side. Such 
:9hrases as 
- by a little, ~nd 
- by 
much, are rather common. 'rhey all imply a comnarison, but their 
special connotations can only be ascertained from the context. 
f 
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This Ylotion of cO::.TIDarison is closely followed by 
that of alternation. It is often found in such temporal phrase 
c / C I ~ J c./ 
as: jJ~) ~~ dlVc~ da'! /bYJ' day; ~y~~ / Iloyo lz;"-efQ(J/ 
ot~'ler dey; 1/0</) £1/0{. rly"yTeS .(0<1 Y(!t;I.."/oU - old ,lIen and 
- every 
younC 
alternately. 
Acain, this notion of cOll!1!:trison :nay L"1ply suyeri-
ori ty, so that l?'f'0(1' is like the Latin "prae 11 weaninc "before". 
Tilis use of li''Y'o<,/ is frequently associated wi th words such 
1\ \ c/ , , '" \ \ /.? .... 
as otl)t\os or eTyd~ e.L. ~ol('Q( nils ot..l\t-DU.$ It()V"elV'_ 
to labor more than the rest. 
NOTES 
1. Thucyclide s Bk. VI, Ch. '7, =P3. 
2. Xenophon Ek.V, Ch.'7, j22. 
f 
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The Preposition 
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The preposition ll'r/ is afiother preposi tioD used 
with the three oblique cases, althou[':h its use with the dative 
in prose is not conEl1on. It is an iJl1portant word. because o:f 
its :frequent use with the ;,£.enitive and accusative. To the 
ordinary con~otations o:f these cases it adds the notion o:f 
"around", II about" • The preposi tion ~,/ also r,leans !!aboutlt 
"'" ,. and "Eround", yet the difference between lIel" .. , and OY«/' is 
very marked. -::\ ,/ lIe;' expresses the relation o:f circularity (I.e. 
the relation o:f circumference to center); &.,/'<1/ expresses ,... 
the relation o:f two sides to a center. This difference may 
be seen in the exaY!lples: 
, 
j(d..1 \ Tot 
Xenophon Ek. V, C1'... 2, ;:27 
There vms a deal of pushin[ about (i. e. on 
both sides of) the gates. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.l, :~ 
f 
So it seems to TIe we ou:ht to have [uards 
about (i.e. all the wa:T around) tlle camp. 
94 
~.JL/lJI" But since the use of -T in Attic prose is almost TI8eliz-
able, we ::nay proceed to the study of ... i(:iJ:le various uses of 
at onC8 • 
.-.:I " I/r~ Vii th the Cen} ti ve 
" Like opther preps otions, Ilt;', fi!',st was used 
to exoress relatioTIs of place. However, the literal appli-
cation of this use is strictly poetic and rare at that. 
, 
'The use of tiro' B.nd the .=eni ti ve senerally ex-
presses so~e notion of cause. ~ith verbs of speakinc, hear-
,. 
in:, lmowin:-=, RYld tl:le like, f?£t l desjenates Bthat for which 
one spealcs e-sc., and, therefo1:'e, ma:'T be tr.sD sla ted by II alb out II ". 
IIcoYlcerY1in::::!f, "on", !I of" , lion behalf of!!. E.Z. 
~ 
~/S 
\ 1l~' 
\ \ To I( ~ IV"V 
/ 
T"vTwv . 
•.••• b~t publicly to say no thine about 
the matter. 
Jl'~i rwv Xtlt;,-,IrwV'. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.44, #4 
••••• wishjns to know about the money ..... 
f 
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A 'l','lore _f"lo :-.uratlOve use, or'i '-~r"''''.lJ'~ lOn '-T 'ne 
_ -.~.-'- .c, ,} 1 ., •. O.L r, also 
expresses C2J)Se. -.71 / It is the use of 717'<" VJ2.th a verb of' f'iCht -
inc or qo~tendinc. The fi~~re succested is that of an object 
;, Ii." lyinc in the center and fichtin[ [oine on about it; e. E:. 
o~ 1 J /. X t./f(}()V', ~ Vto(I(O~/"1 ~!v Jl~/ Te 
lI«.'l//~S ,#-v-j,,0tvol .,-- JI&'l.Y«/OI 
/ ~ _\ \ I J? £1)1 n. TitS 0(/\ 1\ 0 r ~ I d.~ . 
Th,-),c:rdJ.des Bk.VI, Ch.69/,3 
So tl'le7 E'cl'lcr.:.ced - the S:rracusans to fisht 
for their fatherland, the Athenians to fight 
for an alien land. 
used si11!.;Jly ~'li th a substantive independent of a 
/ 
verb, ?rl acids li ttle to the rneaninc: of the simr,le r.eni ti ve. 
In such uses its ::neanin2: is eqrli valent to that OI~ the Latin 
-idiom II quod attinet ad - " m d the Fnclish II as to", II in refer
oJ/ 
re e.. <T £. (f" &'e, \ . '" 1(0( { (/,/'<-"$ _/ II c. ... 'V"v 
/, () 'J" () ; JcJ~ ~ «/otl -"" Ijzs 
Xenophon Uk.V, Ch.4, 09 
Vlhat Bssista:> ce will you be able to render us 
as far as the passaee throuGh this territory 
is concerned? 
Another idiOYl1atic use is that of' t.he pre:l)osition 
tOEether with such adjectives as 
etc.; as in tl-:e exa'TIDle: 
f 
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(} (T'f' Ktl.1 Jl'r I 
/? A s/g-r"v J1J1«v 
7Ae/(TT"tJ ,I(<tJ It;. 
rfT;;"~ /<-£, A e r;J/fru'. 
Thuc~Tclides Bk.VI, Ch.ll, 
The more so as they have ~een in the hichest 
det.-:ree and for the' lont-:e~t"'? time courtinE a 
reputation for valor. 
ry-;a/ Wi th tbe Dative 
" The use of fi'~1 with the dative is not very COH-
man in prose. However, there are severRl examples of its use 
in Thucydides 'worth notinc. All are expressions denotinc C81).se 
This C8.1Se may be either external or internal. The external 
cause expresses the ob ject for or about which someone stru.:::=.:les 
contends, fears, etc.: e • ~.:;;. 
and I have less dI'ead than others 
about my life. 
The internal cruse merely states the e~otional reason for 
sQl".1e action; fro"i1 fear. 
/ ?rl ';Vith the Accusative 
To the fundamental notion of :motion i~'!l.Dlied by 
the accusative, .rr/ adds the further idea of "aroundn , around 
aboutll. 
/ 
Hence, the 8CC"Llsati ve ob j ec t of' llef' state s the ob-
f 
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ject round about which another object l~loves or coes, and an-
swers the qu.estion "whithe't'll or "vJhere?lI. 
I' 
The 9rimary rela tionshi9. €.xpressed by 7lE'~ I is, 
.... ., / 
therefore, one of place, the connotation su!)plied by 1l4( I ,. 
beinE,: that of II about II, II around!!, but not very' close proximity. 
Eence, it ver7 frequently means just lIn~ar"; e -2. 
fe' (3"J A t.rr Bt 
rJ.... II ,,~ T{}V 
ris KVK ~ IfJ I w/AS 
0/1("(/..-" £ ~Jt5 eK At! ofo-ev", 
Xenopho~ F~k. v, Cb. G, ,"20 
But if you vlisb to pick out sone place in 
the country encirlinz tLe Buxine and put to 
shore wherever you may wish ••••• 
In the pre[nant construction the verb of action is missinc, 
but usually 9resupposes a past motion; e.:. 
Ii KtI.\ f"/ .... ' I(t~ ti'!/i 
:t.ll(e~/d..v ~rCltS 
Thucyciides Bk.VI, Ch.2, 
Phoenicians had settled all round Sicily 
on the promontories. 
/ 
But besides this use of ff~' in local relations, 
there is afuother distinctive use which serves as the Greek 
idioT;} to eX9ress the notion of "associates", "connections ll , 
flatte~dants", "suite", etc. Literally, 
,. ll'r" wi th a nlural 
subject and its accusative object mean IIthose who are abO'ut 
f 
sOl~leone." E.g. 
Co 
<PI 
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l'huc~Tdides Bk.VI, Ch.9G;,3 
Hermocrates and his fel~~J-senerals (i.e. 
the generals in company with Hermocrates) 
Thut~Tdides 13k.VI, Ch.97,;:i3 
••••• and the six hundred under Diomilus. 
DeviatinG sliChtly fron this per'sonal use, Ilf' '" 
also came to be used to express the object with which someone 
is occupied or concerned; and so, netaphorically, finally 
comes to Xl".ean f1 in relation to", "in refernence to", II in con-
nection withll. Por example: 
~ (\ 
()tloIeV 
\ rei. 
r~TIt(nv il1("tJDv70 T~V 
I' /"tltrry/tA. 
\ \ J(~ r(,()v J?r' To()S 
!!,c{q-~£~ TwV: 
Thuc~Tdides Bk. VI, Ch. 53,7,'2 
They had been pursuinE: with no less zeal 
than before their investication of what 
had been done in the matter of the mysteries 
and the Hermae. 
Finally, Jlr/ is used with the accusative in 
temporal phrases to exnress a loose or al~nost uYlcertaln def 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.10l,~-3 
f 
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• • • •• they themsel ve s havinz [one down frO:Jl 
Epipolae about daybreak. 
is also used in a parallel sense with nUl;lerals; v.C. 
«. J? e: & d..Y ~ V' Ji 
I?y~ ~fItKIJYT«.. 
tX J T ~./' ,,'7 J(" II( ~ T i:n/ 
Kol~ J/~KorJ~IIJ. 
Thucydides 
.. 
13k. VI, C11.71l 
About two hundred and sixty of their men 
and allies were killed. 
f 
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One of the most frequently used prepositions in 
.. 
Its basic meaning is "uponll and it is used 
'With the eenitive, dative, and accusative cases. The general 
denotation may taken to be IIrest on t:pe surface of"; and, there-
c / 
fore, is contrasted with IItro which connotes the idea of "rest 
& I 
under ll and also with ""r "rest over, above the surface of an 
object". 
• I 
C, 11'1 Wi th the Geni ti ve 
J I" 
The genitive with cUI expresses first of all a 
notion of place in all sorts of relations, but they may all be 
classified as belonging to one of two divisions: first, those 
expressing rest at a place ("on", "upon", "in", "by", "near"); 
and secondly, those expressing motion towards or upon a point. 
The first class, therefore, expresses a state of being or • 
stayine, and the preposition is found used with verbs signify-
ins just those ideas; e.g. 
/' It' J \ rtZv ~ / J' J( oI/(/oL e 1f1 Cl..VWtl.. UlV ltv 
jJC1 Ix'~ ~ , 1f "x otTE~, To/.. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, 329 
f 
And on the upper floors of the houses 
there were many flat nuts. 1 
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With names of places the Greeks distinguish between tv and tV,. 
J;.I \ J \ 8f,t/.K'lS f?ye'X~v ()(/ e TctlS ell, 
.,. 47 
Ie X ~€-/I' "liS. Jt/~;<'X0tlS , (TileY cfd..s T04.S 
Thucydides Bk.V , 
Nor had they made their ai-lies in Tr.lI'ace 
(i.e. near Thrace) accept the treaty. 
/ / ;1 e 1ff to V K04.T e iT rlt q-~VI 
As !1otI<W/I'It(JtS J(~, TitS 
KU:a evc,,1 
i'lA e/~.s . 
Oh.35 
Thucydides Bk. V, Oh.34, III 
They settled them with the Neodamodes at 
Lepreum on the border of Laconia and Elis. 
:;if3 
Moreover, in the first dividion we may also in- • 
1 d f th f ' S'7\ / • 1 t' t . 1 cue our 0 ~er uses 0 enl expresslng re a lons no strlct y 
local. The first is the use vIi th the geni ti ve of the personal 
or reflexive pronouns; e.g. 
J) ~) o(JThS (TI(D '7,,;q-rj.. T(){f3 Tl 
df.J J)"wv ws /flo/. (3~" ).o~lv"vs. 
Thucydides J3k. VI, Oh.40, .;~22 
But she (the State) examining the matter 
for herself, will pass judgment on your words 
as if they were deeds. 
The second is with cardinal nur;lbers. It may be added that tllis 
construction may be found wit::'1 either the genitive or the 
f 
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accusative; v.g. 
J \ J I 
!.11'1 ~KruJ 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Gh.57 711 
arrayed eight deep (i.e •. drawn up in a series 
of eig~J.ts) 2 ;,. .. .., 
Thetillrd variation is equivalent to the use of the Latin pre-
position "coram" which is generally ren~ered "in the presence 
of", "before!!. 
,-
1/(' d.,q-(T£ III'. 
Thuc~/dides Bk.ij'I, Ch.34, ,-j;g 
••••• to act as though in immediate danger ••• 
. , 
And the fourth use is efl'1 to express the notion of "over", i.e. 
of someone set over a special business; e.G. 
, 
1\ cl.t 
And the genreals under whose leadership these 
things had happened were disposed. 
, I 
The use of (,l7'/ with the gen:Ltive also expresses 
the notion of motion towards or upon a point, as we have said. 
This use may be seen in the following examples. 
.1 ~/f)) ~ 
'" '" J( D rI. 
Thucydides m[.VI, Gh.7, ;/1 
They went home "vi th their forces ••••• 3 
f 
/JIIK ,~S 
->£ de1r Tk~ 
Nicias, however, had saLl-ed irnr.ledia tely from 
Hycara for Eeesta. ;,. .. .., 
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Vlith these examples we have seen practically all 
. / 
the uses of l!l'1 with the genitive in p~ases defining 11lace. 
But since time is also analogous to place, vve are cOI'rect in 
. .-
expectinG to find e1?1 with the genitive used in temporal re-
. .-
lations. In expressing time, ~1l1 is used li~{6 the simple 
genitive of time to denote time "inTI or !lin the course of which 
something happens!!; e.g. 
I \ ", (J \ t,,,..r~ ?ltv 1£V'6/l£YIf V e.1l, 
of ~/e(/"rol.lI>l JI/~~rJ.X/d.Y 
nis j/ ~11f/r;(./I)t/..s 
Thucydides Bk.VI, eh.6, j2 
And so the Egestaeans, remindinc; the Athenians 
of their alliance made in the time of Laches, •• 4 
.I .-Often the time is expressed more loosely and ~~ simply states 
the foundation, occasion, or grounds on which an event rests. 
Therefore we ma:r sUl1'Lrnarize the uses of ~1l'/ and the geni ti v~ as 
follows: place where; time in which; figurative uses based 
upon the radical meanins fluponfl; and, lastly, in distI'ibutive 
phrases. 
f 
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, I' 
elll With the Dative 
~ I 
Just as eg, and the genitive expressed place 
;/ / 
where an d whither, so r!1l'1 and the dative also. 
;, .. ., 
In fact, the 
use of the dative is even more frequent in prose than the geni-
tive. The choice of one or the other seems to depend on mere 
.) I 
personal taste. The following are exam+les of the use of ~~I 
with the dative denoting place where. 
eveJeJ/KtfJo£V .-- i1l'~ 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, 
They wore leather helmets upon their heads. 
J(44.~ JIll( I'IJ;'" Td.1 , 11 "I'e(/o~ tVOI 
;r ~~ '1.~/1'd. E!l~ 6J J..)' / T TJ,t 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.3, J2 
And after the journey they reached a Greek 
city on (i.e. near) the sea. 5 
, I 
The dative may also be used with e~1 to express the idea of 
whither in pregnant constructions. As a development from this 
~ I 
latter construction, we have e~1 ~nd the dative expressinG the 
notion of !lover against!!, "oDDositefl 
.:... ,.t; , "attacldng!l where hos-til-
ity is implied; e.g. f;" (J(/j<-,," '51/~V) Jt ~/;K il1'~ n;5 1/~~/J 
€.1i'~1 Jt r Q<..~ & £, ( 
Thuc~Tdides Ek.'lI, Ch.79 ;,}1 
That alliance you made not against your 
friends. 6 
! 
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.)=/ 
Time is also expressed wit~ ePI and the dative 
signifyinG the time in, on, or at which a thing happens in such 
~ \ 
phrases as eli'l 
/ oJ \ 
VI/ K TI - in the nieht; e1!1 
7 for the present. But it may also express the notion of 
"after" or "upon the event ll ; e.g. 
cJ 
"n -PVZII;'f .. / yJtts 
TCclT()'~ 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.45. 
It was announced that the fleet was at Rhegium 
and thereupon they began to l:1ake preparations. 
( .), -" The exanple is not the best, for ws £.1l1 l~vT(J/~ 
mi3;ht more correctly be rendered "and the:r began making prepar-
ations in view of this knowledge ll • Thus we would be taking 
« 
"'S ,notas a conjunction introducing a subordinate clause, .... 
but simply adverbially with the participle to express a notion 
of purpose. Howel7er, the passac:;e serves very well to show 
~ / how e 11'1 comes to express purpose, as it does in the following f 
selections: 
\ 
)(01.1 " To" T ()I,s 
",I) I e C7()eTo 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.6, ~16 
And with a view to this project, he offered 
sacrifices. 
, 
KoI..l 
J 0'" 
t 
wS tll,' To<.X d\ 7?o Ae~'f 
/ 
K d.. f:) I tr T fA V To . 
, 
Kd..t 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.45 ·Yl 
And they were arranging all other matters 
with a view to a war that was i~minent and 
all but upon them. 8 
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In all such instances, eFt and the datLve denotes the cause, 
.. 47 
ground, occasion, 
Kd>.i\ 
or condition for doing a thing; e.G. 
\ / c/ & ... Ttl. )l U q-T;t I r). O(/"- rI.. w,s 1/' () I e I To/./ ~ I ) ~ ~~ ~,I(Id../S € tfr et . 
Th!cydides Bk. VI, Ch. 28 i~~l 
••••• and also that the mysteries were being 
performed in private homes in mockery (i.e. 
out of mockery) 
) 
e,1 
, 
;a .. v 
) 1\ 
ol.(/d. & iii € J( 0 1\ oi ref., 71"'oL 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.8, #18 
. . . . . if I punish anyone for his own good • 
1;00 .. (J"J v Tr). c ..., eol..uTw 
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch.16 ir4 
••••• on having a high oplnlon of himself. 
KJJ lih ,df./,frrrt i'A1i'/1s rtZv 
~e.A~ ~~ TtAJv. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.3l #6 
••••• and with the greatest hope for the 
future. 
~"'" ' The only other use of e.lll and the dative may be 
stated generally as that expressing dependence upon, and there-
fore, inferiority to someone; e.g. 
f 
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cJ ""~ o1i'tuS 
~ W~/V ~7 
c ~ 'r' 
'l/"Y" J;l 
Xenophon Bk.V, Gh.5, #20 
••••• in order that our sich may not fall into 
the hands of your governor, but that it may 
be in our power to get t~em back when we so 
wish. 
J \ 
e11'1 (i J't(f"" &0« \ KfAt 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Gh.22 
••••• and not to be at the n;'Grcy of those, 
others. 
It is interestinG to note that in one instance Thucydides uses 
in completely the opposite sense. 
. " ~ It. -' - J/'&/f- 7i'e' v 
Thucydides Bk. VI, Gh. 29~;" 
I (/7 0( T £(/,1-<- ""1/ . 
••••• not to send him at the head of so great 
an army. 
This use, however, is nothing more than the figurative use of 
the fundamental meaning of the preposition. 
~ / 
c!.rl With the Accusative 
The accusative with a preposition primarily im-
.) I 
plies a motion and with en, first implies a local motion. E.S. 
f 
.' 
,J \ 
t1l'1 
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Xenophon Bk. v, Oh,l ;-fl6 
••••• he brought all the ships he captured to 
the camp. 
\ Tt;y ~/ I Y10lY 
Thu~ydides Bk. VI, Oh. 50, ;¥3 
They moved on to the river Terias. 
;, I 
Thus use differs in no way from the use of oUI with the geni-
tive and even imitates it in expressing hostility; v.g. 
/("t/,AolV Kol} ~ 7!~),rD~6{" 
7l"IJ/fTt:. cr&e Gf ~"s . 
Xenophon Bk.V, Oh.5, #22 
••••• you would enlist Oorylas and the Paph-
lagonians as allies against us. 
\ ) -, ~AX~v.s t ~AJtVG($ lll/Jelf V 1((11../ oS /dVS 
,..u.~ AA 0'" a & ....£11(01.(1'" Jt..Yt41 Tits !uJ/0ew$ \ /(oI.l 
~! / )1 J \ Jl'() A ~/~1I..s / e f>Vr, olV }t, eli'l JI''''jtX.(J'''Kt.lIl1. Y. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Oh.31,,:;t4 
The whole affir seemed more like a display 
of wealth and power before the rest of the 
Greeks than an expedition against enemies. 
In a metaphorical sense this construction is used like ~er~/ 
and the accusative denoting exertion to get or gain something. 
:> / 
The meaning of eli'l would, therefore, be !lin quest of II, IIfor ll , 
! 
"after"; e.g. 
109 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.l, #8 
Some of you are to jourll~"'y forth after plunder. 
, 
Ktl..1 
They also sent a tririme to Athens for money. 
These examples, therefore, clearly express the purpose, end, 
or motive for an action. 
Rest upon or in a place is not expressed by the 
accusati ve except with such verbs as Ie /10// 
;> / 
c(/wvt/~(""; e.g. 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #22 
They posted the barbarians on the left. 
But the accusative in its connotation of ex-
, / 
tension is used with ell'l. This extension may be of place, i. e 
"stretching over!!, lIoverll; or it rna:,'" be of time. T~iis last 
is the more common. 
llrolfr Ke~(){rr:A<T '&ou 
o-Tjo..Tel(}l.f. 
Thucydides Bk. VI, Ch.31 ;(5 
! 
••••• to count on an expedition of long 
duration. 
110 
T11.uc:rdides :3k. VI, C11..32). 
They (reports) were not believed for a long 
time. • 
, " Another use of e!7'l and the accusative is that 
with cardinal nu,'1lbers, espf}cially of men in battle order; e.g. 
O ,
• fLo \...c:. / ~ I f>. \ \ d~ ....c::::r'/'I(OQ"/Ol elcLJo(V rov~ /-<E.V-
c. \ I I .;> J e /( ~1i'/llrol.~ Jl'c(1I'7rJ.~ cf £-j(J(r/./dtKI... 
T11.uc7dides Bk.VI, Ch.67#2 
The Syracusans arranged all their hoplites 
sixteen deep. 
This differs in no way from the sarn,e construction with the 
Genitive. 
And finally, there is a whole group of pre-
J I f 
posi tional phrases wi th ~1l1 and the accusative whicl-:;. serve as 
adverbs. The more common one are: Sf?/ /'?oAJ' - for the most 
nart 9. 
-" , - at some length 10; 
in the greatest degree 11. Other uses of the same nature are 
not so stereotyped; v.g. 
\ oJ,/ d'~ e IK<'I. j~Ttl.I. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.60 /1-2 
For there are conjectures on both sides. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 
The Presposi t"'ii;n 11't"~ 
The preposition ~D~ is ~ed with the Genitive, 
dative, and accusative cases. It can hardly be said to have 
any i'l,mdainental meaning for it, more than other prepositions, 
takes its meaninG from the particular case with which it is 
used. ~ / Thus, l!,O~ wi tIl the geni ti ve primarily denotes motion 
from a place; with the dative, suggests rest at a place; and 
with the accusative expresses motion to a place. However, 
1'f~ ma~T be said to add to these cases a fundamental connotation 
of fffJ:>onting". 
1&~ ~ the Genitive 
/ 
Wit:h the genitive, 't"~ refers to the object fro::n 
/ 
which sOiYlethinG comes. But in prose this local use of 1i'f"~ 
/ 
is neiTer used, preference bein.:; given to l7'cy'eX with the geni-
I 
tive. In fact, the onl~~ use of ~():, with the genitive fOlmd 
in the books under consideration were types of oaths, entreat-
ies, and protestations; e.G. 
Xenophon Bl{. V, Ch. 7, }5 
f 
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Hear me then in the name of the Gods. 
ll'ws /~ /)/ c.j/ t7t tJ/S (;;/t/ (/"()t«, E V ItO c, W.s . 
Xenophon Bk.V, eh.7, y32 
How in the name of Zeus·S'hall we offer Glad 
sacrifices to the gods? 
I / / ;'<-17. j(o(l(lrrf1/ 
, ,/ 
n 1(0<.1 0(1 c7" ;(111'" T() / ~~fes 
d1l'o /0(11/ ~,I<t 1),,-
, > L1 / ~C'S o<..Y"O'/W 71'~v 
, ,. A .... 
,("0(1 -?c.s (7£ W II' 
K o(J I/~ ££IV Ko(~ 
, 
j(aU 
Pc Ac~'~y' 
Xenop:wn Bk. V, Ch. 7, .112 
••••• in order that we may not stand revealed 
as most wicked and base men both in tbB siGht 
of the cods and of men, of frie~ds, and of 
enemies. 
Although this last exainl,le comes very close to the strict local 
.-
usage of 71'I'D& meaninG "from the side of", :"'et it has 1110re of 
the notion of callinG to witness. 
/ 1l'1'() S 
/ 
.-
The dative with fi'/"S eXDresses t:C:e object near 
which a thing is. Ordinaril:r, in prose it is restricted to 
showins proximity of"' towns or buildings, but not of persons. 
Its primary usage is, therefore, local and may be rendered by 
the English "near", "hard b~.",T ", "at Il, It on ff. V r" 
. , . ,--,' 
Kd.; ?,Js T,k' ~/Ael 
~otj ~y 1/'(')1 eff t)d.I. 
Thucydides Bk.VI, Ch.49, }l 
f 
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••••• and to start a battle as soon as possible 
near t:t.e city. 1 
~ \ 
£.1i'~1 
.. / OII(I().I~ • 
., .. ., 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4, #25 
iilhen they were near and on top the houses 
of the Metropolis ••••• 
~ / 
But besides this local meaninz, I?"S is also 
used wi th the dative to e:;:tjress addition to SO~~le tilinG w~lich 
has [one before. , r~\ / Such phrases as ,?,"S de. rtJ(.IrtJ/~ - in ad-
dition to these things, are very co~rrdon. The use just stated 
may be seen in the exa'11Dle: 
'l'Y ~l~Y £.li'IIu;:fs r£ /if';~ 
J 1/"" (J"',~t/ p<. /(riJ:p eft hv rw v. 
Thuc~Tdides Bk.VI, Ch.31, ;i3 
••••• the trierarchs giving bounti~s in ad-
dition to the pay fro~ the state. N 
With the Accusative 
I 
It is with the accusative that fl('0S in Attic 
prose finds its createst adaptability. It expresses the idea 
of motion towards or direction towards an object, and im]lies 
the notion of strictly fronting or facing. Its primar~ use 
is, therefore, local. In this connection it ma~ direct to a 
point on the compass; e.g. 
f 
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Je.' T~ I 
, 
rot "I \ vV'v A e(/"o£ /(d.l tTl J(tA l 
I JX , (3~/;'y' .... e ()tJ rTlY. Ji'(,"s TIl.S Y:lt:<r" tI • 47 
Thuc7dides Bk.VI, Ch.2, 
And even now they still hold the central and 
northern parts of the island (i.e. the parts 
of the island facing nort~ 
/ 
)5 
Or again, ~".s may point to some definite place; e. S. 
rl.11 J(yC)J y TcIJ 1?fJ~ TAy ~ IKE. A l~V. 
Thuc:rdides Bk. VI, Ch. 2, //3 
The~T came to Sicil::- in boats. 
J.~uJ J'ioJs T~Y 1l'd A 11/· 
Xenophon Bk. v, Ch.4,;124 
. . . . . pursuing them up the hill and to the 
city. 
:I / 
Like eJi'1 , this idea of motion towards carr.e to be associated 
with the notion of "againstlf in a hostile sense; consequently, 
/ 
we have such uses of ~o.s as: 
TQ/fAtf Titv' ivvo<.,;"'Y ,,/; rc/.vTtI(R, 
r?~T(~S ,,"ov(JV' 1,1'--- " 
Thucydides Bic. VI, Ch.21, ;1'1 
Against such a power there is need not onl? 
of a naval armament and a small one at that 
Xenophon Bk.V, Ch.4,;;14 
... 
f 
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••••• and he began to look abroad (i.e. to 
consider with a view to the thinGs outside) 5 
Thucydides Bk.VI, 
The general, however, took consel in view of 
the present situation. 
.' 
I 
Secondly, we may consider ~C)S in the sense of "accordine to", 
tl sui table to", in which use it shows c onformi t~r of one thing 
to another; e.S. 
&ftvJA. 
\ 
KtAl 
Thucydides Bl:.VI, ell.. 63, 1~.':~2 
And when the Athenians did not attack them in 
accordance with their first alarm and exnec-
tation (i.e. as they first feared and ex~ected) 6 
I Thirdly and lastly, 17fos is used in comparisons to mean "in 
comparison oftl,"in proportion toll, "in relation toll; v.g. 
r \ \ '" ).... \ c\ d/~ To Jl~o{ J'YW ~Jtv 0(1/ Tit'" ~~.s 0<.. 
i fo I t7tr ~t n fWT(>J/ ~r'(~E v~ ,..t9t1.{. 
Thuc Jdlaes Ek. II, Ch.ll, 1)5 
••••• because you have eot the better of them 
beyond your expectations (i.e. in comparison 
to what you feared at first.) 7 
NOTES 
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KiAl (f"lr()1i'("~~S £1{ TWV /,v)..uftI'Wl' 
~ I J 1 ... 1 
JO'1J(t/..(/"'/,,1. V"Vs t/"",u' r(7"" S. 
Thueydides Bk. VI, Gh.22, )'/1 
••••• and to assemble bakers requisitioned for 
pay from the mills in pro90Btion to their size • 
.. .. ; 
1. ef. Thueydides Bk.VI, Ch.49, 43; 
ef. Ibid. Gh.90, #3; Gh 104, j;ll. 
3. ef. Ibid. Gh.99, 'I ;:(1 ; Gh.2, /15. 
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